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CRYPTOGRAFHY FOR IMPROVING THE SECURITY OF CLOUD COMPUTING
Assistant Prof. Dr. Petar Halachev
Department of Informatics,
University of Chemical Technology and Metallurgy – Sofia, Bulgaria
Abstract: The purpose of this article is to study and analyze the security threats in cloud environment and the applicability of
cryptographic systems to protect the access to information resources. The threats to information security and the corresponding means for
protection in cloud environment are discussed. Based on research and analysis of asymmetric and symmetric encryption are proposed
flowcharts for secure communication over the Internet when using cloud services. The speed of different encryption and decryption of
algorithms in cloud environment is measured, and are given recommendations for improving security.
Keywords: CRYPTOGRAFHY, CLOUD COMPUTING, SECURITY, VULNERABILITY
1.

Introduction
Nowadays one of the promising directions in the
development of information technology are the cloud services. Their
application enables companies, educational organizations, and private
individuals to reduce the cost for building and maintaining their own
IT structure by providing these features to cloud service providers. In
parallel, there are questions related to the safe storage and handling of
confidential information, the danger of uncontrolled access by the
provider of cloud services or third parties to the provided data.
Solving these problems can be achieved by encrypting the data before
transmission to the cloud.
Protection of information from the infringement of third
parties in the way of transformation existed for millennia.
Philosophers of Ancient Greece, Ancient Egypt and India have used
various codes to prevent third party access to certain information.
Only highly educated people were capable of encoding and decoding
the information. In practical activities now are applied different
cryptographic means that does not allow certain computations over
the encrypted data, greatly increase the volume of data, etc., which in
turn limits the usage of cloud technologies.
2. Threats to information in cloud environments
Ensuring information security in cloud environments is a
complex and specific activity related to computer, network and
information security, and includes a wide range of technologies to
protect the data, the applications and the infrastructure of cloud
computing.
Gartner Group [1] outline the guidelines unique to cloudcomputing. When contracting with cloud-provider is better the
assessment of the security of the service to be assigned to a third party
- neutral company. Consumers should trust that provider, who does
not hide information about their software for protection of the
information in the Cloud-system. Of importance is the physical
location of the cloud. The user of the cloud-service often does not
know in which country the data is stored. Some countries have
specific requirements for access to data by state institutions, which is
subject to regional legislation. It is necessary risk assessments of the
retention of data integrity, recovery, piracy, legal and legislative
issues and others.
There are risks in the implementation of encryption and
decryption system - for example, incorrect encryption can destroy the
data on which it is applied. Even when properly used encryption
complicates the processing of information and the access to it. The
process of back up of data from the provider of cloud service should
be examined - how often backups are done, in case of emergency how
long does take the recovery of data.
Unauthorized access to cloud-resource is difficult to detect,
because users often connect from many different places to a given
cloud-resource. Therefore are used log files that hold information
about each entry and exit of the cloud-system and about the
processing of data.
Of importance is the long-term accessibility - cloud service
provider can suspend operations or to be absorbed by another larger
provider. The question concerning the format of data in the cloudsystem and the possibility to be transferred and imported to another
provider arises.
Important in the cloud-computing is the security of
communication and specifically the elimination of the threat of
hacker attacks: Forward secrecy, FREAK, Goto fail, Heartbleed,
3

HTTP Public Key Pinning, Lucky Thirteen attack, Man-in-themiddle attack, OCSP stapling, Padding oracle attack. In practical
conditions, most of these threats are unlikely and hardly could lead
to security breaches or losses to the economy. Some of these threats
are eliminated in latest versions of encryption libraries that are
delivered in the form of automatic updates for users of Windows
and Linux operating systems.
Real threat is the Man-in-the-middle attack [2], which
may arise when the attacker is a provider of internet services. The
provider may access the user name, password, and give commands
on behalf of the user. Man-in-the-middle attack can be avoided
through the use of secure protocols to connect to the cloud - SSL
(Secure Socket Layer) and TLS (Transport Layer Security).
There are attacks by the so-called "Trojans" which are
email messages sent to users from the attacker and containing
malicious code - eg. code for interception of the keyboard, so
further can be stolen credit card numbers, passwords, etc.
Security of cloud-services largely depends on the users of
the system - if their passwords are too easy to guess, access to a
system can be obtained by Brute force attack, which relies on easily
recognizable passwords.
Another possible threat may occur during Denial of
service attack (DOS) [3]. Many different servers, often infected
with a Trojan or a virus begin to submit simultaneously countless
false automated requests to a server. Attacked server cannot handle
all the requests and this results in crashes and the users temporarily
lose access to their data. To deal with the impact of Denial of
service attack it is required the administrator to isolate sequentially
the IP (Internet Protocol) addresses from which come the requests.
This may take some time depending on the number of attacking
machines. Often, the subject of such attacks are sites of government
institutions or large corporations.
3. Protocols for transmission of information (TLS / SSL)
One of the key directions in the safe usage of cloudservices is to create a channel for a secure connection between the
participants. Since the use of cloud services are implemented
through the web it is necessary to investigate the process of
communication between the client and the cloud server.
TLS and its earliest version SSL are cryptographic
protocols designed to provide a secure means for communication in
a computer network. They use X.509 certificates and a combination
of asymmetric and symmetric cryptography. The certificates are
issued by known organizations and they contain information about
the identity of the company or the person to whom they are issued.
There are mechanisms for verification of certificates on the client
side, eliminating the possibility the client to connect to a fake
server. There are different types of certification - certification of a
web service, for signing applications, for identification – eg.
electronic signature. In practice a stolen certificate of Adobe was
used for signing applications containing Trojans and viruses [4].
There are several versions of the protocols TLS and SSL,
and they are used for: browsing the web, e-mail, instant
communication, voice-over-IP, securing the cloud. TLS and SSL
encrypt data at the presentation level in the seven layered OSI
(Open Systems Interconnection) model. In the terminology of OSI
[5], TLS / SSL is initialized at the fifth session layer, while working
in the sixth presentation layer.

TLS is based on the earlier specification SSL [6]
developed by Netscape Communications in order to add support for
HTTPS protocol to their web browser Navigator.
TLS protocol enables cloud-based applications to
communicate with each other in such a way that they can prevent
leaks of information or replacement of original messages.
4. Encryption of information as a means for protection
Data is encrypted by complex computational processes
using 128, 512 or 1024 bit keys. This data can not be recognized in
the network, because externally it is presented as a set of coded
symbols. Deciphering this information is possible only by using the
appropriate key and encryption algorithm.
4.1. Symmetric encryption
Symmetric encryption algorithms are AES and DES [7].
In symmetric algorithms encryption of information [8] process
proceeds with a predefined key by which information is encoded
[9]. After encoding the data is transmitted to the recipient or stored
in the database. When is required access to the data, it is decrypted
by the same key that was used in its encryption. Therefore it is
necessary the sender and the receiver of data to have the same key.
This method is used for transfer of data in insecure environments for example, public servers where arbitrary participant can gain
access and read the private messages of other users. Another
scenario of usage of symmetric encryption is when a storage for
sensitive data on a public cloud server is required. Data is
encrypted, uploaded to cloud server and in a case of access to it, it is
extracted and deciphered [10]. When the encryption is performed by
the end user, he stores the key and use it for encryption and
decryption. Security of information in symmetric encryption is
relatively high, but when such process is automated by software on
the presentation layer, the security of the key depends on who has
access to the automating software. Automating software can also be
subject to attack, as can it can be decompiled (to be obtained the
source code of the application), and the key to leak to third parties.
4.2. Asymmetric encryption
In asymmetric encryption [11] are used two different keys
- public and private. Keys are interconnected, but the computation
of the private key only by the value of the public is virtually
impossible. The private key is known only to the party that
performs encryption, and the public is known to the recipients of the
message. Asymmetric encryption is done by the private key, and the
recipient decrypts the message by the public, while successfully
deciphering guarantee that this party who has the private key has
sent the message. This method is used for electronic signatures, as
well as during secure Web communication that occurs over the
HTTPS with SSL or the newer TLS protocols [12].
Web communication takes place between two parties client and server. At some point, the client sends a request to the
web server. If the request is to a public resource on the website, it is
executed without the server to identify the IP-address of the user.
The authorization is performed when the user enters their username
and password on the login page of the site. The server checks in the
database if such username and password exists.
If the username and password does not exists, the server
issue the message "wrong password", but if such user exists, the
server extracts his user ID. The user ID is a number that uniquely
identifies each customer of the online system. In some cases, apart
user ID is extracted and additional information - as level of user
access - normal user or administrator. Retrieved information is
packaged in a so-called token, which is an object consisting of three
numbers - a user ID, access level and time the token expires.
This data is encrypted asymmetrically with the private key of the
server, and then sent back to the client. The client saves this
information (formerly cookies, and now HTML5 Local storage
function of the web browser). In a subsequent request from the
client (such as when the user tries to delete an advertisement), the
token is sent back to the server with the request..
The server receives the request and decrypts the token by
its public key. If the time of expiration of the tag is not passed, the
server retrieves the user ID and the access level and performs the
operation requested by the user. Advantage of this technology is

that the server can be easily scaled by dividing it into two or more
physical computers. Central server for authentication is not needed.
Each physical server has the public and private key pair and
decrypts the tag at the time of the request. It is not necessary any of
the physical servers to keep a list of the states of all clients stateless. In this type of secure communication there is a risk third
parties to obtain the token - such is the administrator of one of the
servers that requests passes through. With this token the attacker
can generate a request which will be executed by the server. This is
known as Man in the middle attack [13]. To avoid this threat the
communication must pass through the protocol HTTPS.
The HTTPS protocol relies on TLS (transport layer
security) to provide a secure channel for communication between
two endpoints [14].
Communication over HTTPS is protected by means of
symmetrical encryption using a temporary encryption key for the
session. To exchange the temporary key is used asymmetric
encryption.

Time t

Client

Cloud server

Request for connection

Certificate and public key

Verification of certificate

Random number encrypted by the public
key of the server

Decryption of the random number by the
private key
Generation of a session key based on the random number

Symmetric encryption of the communication channel by
the session key

Figure 1. HTTPS Communication channel between client and
server
On Figure 1 shown the establishment of secure
communication channel HTTPS between the client and the server,
secured by means of asymmetric and symmetric encryption.
Communication is established through a handshake procedure.
During this procedure the client and server agree on various
parameters of communication. Initially, the client connects to the
server with a request for a secure connection by providing a list of
supported encryption schemes. The server selects an encryption
scheme and notify the client. Then the server sends a digital
certificate that contains its name and public key. The client can
connect to the organization that issued the certificate to verify its
validity and the identity of the server. To generate keys for the
session, the client encrypts a random number with the public key of
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the server and sends the result to the server. Only the server can
decrypt the packet with the private key. From the random number
both sides generates key for the current session by the same
algorithm - and the result is that the client and the server have the
same keys for current session. With this the process of handshake
ends and begins connection protected by symmetric encryption until
the connection is terminated. If any of these steps fail, the secure
connection is not established.
After securing a communication channel, through the
channel the client can send requests for public and protected
resources, without the possibility the requests to be decrypted by
third parties. Access to protected resources of a web application can
have two dimensions: a user who wants to use a cloud web - based
service (to upload photos, etc.), and the system administrator who
monitors the activity of users, censors user messages; add or alter
user interface elements - such as news, banners, etc., of cloud-based
web application (fig. 2).

circuit that implements some of the encryption and decryption
algorithms at hardware level. Such a combination can execute the
encryption algorithm very quickly, but there may be delays in other
algorithms that are not implemented. Also, the speed depends on the
speed of the hard disk - if overloads occur when reading large
volumes of information?
When applying encryption functions in order to estimate
the speed of the algorithm it must be taken into account the length
of the key used for encryption. The length of the key is measured in
bytes. It can be estimated at the beginning by the formula:
ByteLength = BitLength / 8;

Time t

Data with length that is greater than the length of the key
can not be encrypted. Instead, such data is divided into chunks with
length ByteLength-11 bytes and each chunk is encrypted separately.
The encryption function adds 11 bytes checksum, so the length of
the encrypted chunk is ByteLength bytes.
There are many software platforms for WEB that
implement encryption functions at a program level. Such is the
library of Windows - CryptoApi [15]. It can be programmed in the
C++ language. The platforms PHP [16] and NodeJS [17] also have
encryption libraries. Below is considered an example of realization
of the RSA (Rivest, Adi Shamir и Leonard Adleman) encryption
algorithm under Windows in C++ language.
To encrypt data, first it must be separated into chunks
according to the length of the key, then each chunk must be
encrypted, and the result of the encrypted chunks to be concatenated
one after another.
For the purpose from the encryption library is used the
function CryptEncrypt:

Client

Cloud server

Public resource – available to anyone

// Setting the size of the buffers
DWORD dwOutSize = ByteLength;
DWORD dwInSize = dwOutSize-11;
DWORD dwSize = dwInSize;
// Preparation of the buffers
TMemoryStream* chunk = new TMemoryStream;
TMemoryStream* encrypted = new TMemoryStream;
bool final = false;
do {
if (data->Position+dwInSize >= data->Size) {
final = true;
dwSize = data->Size - data->Position;
} else {
dwSize = dwInSize;
}
chunk->Position = 0;
chunk->CopyFrom(data, dwSize);
// encryption of data
if (!CryptEncrypt(hKey, NULL,
final, 0,
(System::PByte)chunk->Memory,
&dwSize, dwOutSize)) {
// error handling
}

Request for a protected resource

Log in page – verification of the
username and the password

Generation of token containing the ID
of the user and his access level
Sending of the token back to the client

The token is passed with the next
request
Protected resource – available only to
registered users: decryption of the
token and execution of the request (if
the token have not expired)

// reversing of the bytes
// and aggregation in the result
ReverseStream(chunk);
encrypted->CopyFrom(chunk, 0);
} while (!final);
delete chunk;

Figure 2. Authorization at web application level.
In order to prevent leakage of the token to third parties,
the communication passes through a security protocol - https.
There are many encryption algorithms, and they are
generally divided to symmetrical and asymmetrical. In general,
symmetric algorithms have significantly better performance than
asymmetric. For large amounts of data, it is recommended to use a
symmetric encryption and to be used an asymmetric encryption to
exchange the key.
Different types of encryption algorithms have different
performance, and when measured must be considered a number of
factors - for example, on what hardware are running the
performance tests? Given model processor may have an integrated

Listing 1. Sample realization of encryption with CryptoApi from
Microsoft.
Here the variable which contains data for encryption must
be of type TMemoryStream. The variable HKey must contain the
public encryption key. In a subsequent operation encrypted data is
accumulated in the variable encrypted from where it is sent to the
server.
The code listing shown above may be used to estimate the
speed of the encryption of different algorithms. Further except the
encryption operation can be evaluated and the decryption operation.
Following algorithms were evaluated: RSA [18], LUC (Lucas
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sequences cryptosystem), LUCELG (EIGamal and LUC) and
DLIES (Discrete Logarithm Integrated Encryption Scheme). [19].
In the tables below are the results measured at different
types of encryption algorithms, and the time is measured in
milliseconds and reflects the time required for encryption or
decryption of one block of data with length of 1015 bits. Key which
was used in the tests, respectively, has a length of 1024 bits. Lower
value in column Milliseconds operation results in faster execution
of the algorithm.
Algorithm
Milliseconds per operation
RSA
0.3786
LUC
0.4512
DLIES
0.4728
LUCELG
0.9245
Table 1. Speed of encryption with a key length of 1024 bits.
Algorithm
Milliseconds per operation
RSA
0.5863
DLIES
0.6720
LUCELG
0.8235
LUC
1.0905
Table 2. Speed of decryption with a key length of 1024 bits.
The table shows that the best speed of encryption and
decryption is obtained by using the algorithm RSA, which is the
reason for its relatively broad application.
5. Conclusion
Cryptographic means are reliable method to protect
information and are applied in public offices and companies to protect
information from external intervention. To encode information in the
cloud-computing are used various programs incorporated in operating
systems, web-browsers, email and more. Thanks to mathematical
methods for transformation of information, it becomes
incomprehensible by third parties. Cryptographic programs protect
confidential data from unwanted access, violation of integrity or
destruction.
There are cases when hackers have managed to overcome
the protection of information in large companies, but the use of
cryptographic means did not allowed them to benefit from the
information. The encrypted data can be transmitted by e-mail, stored
in the cloud or on disc media, and can be used in virtual shops,
payment systems, online auctions and more. Application of methods
of encrypting data using asymmetric and symmetric encryption is
particularly relevant for companies that should not allow violations on
customer database.
Otherwise this would lead not only to financial losses for
the company, but also will reduce the image at the public. For state
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organizations encryption of data in some cases a matter of national
security.
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RESEARCH ON RELIABILITY OF PLOWS OPERATING IN MOUNTAINOUS
CONDITIONS
Katsitadze J., Academician of the Georgian Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Ph. D., full professor;
Kapanadze I., Ph. D. of Agricultural Engineering, assistant professor;
Kutelia G., MS in Agricultural Engineering;
Bidzinashvili I., BS in Agricultural Engineering.
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David Aghmashenebeli Alley 140, 0159, Tbilisi, Georgia. E-mail: chokhadari@yahoo.com
Abstract: Characteristics of operational reliability of agricultural plows, operating in mountainous conditions were determined on the basis
of theoretical and experimental studies. It is shown that these conditions adversely affect their workability, cause intense wear of working
parts of plows, and lead to failures. For this purpose, special coefficient was introduced which takes into account the impact of mountainous
conditions on reliability.
A structural-logical scheme for reliability calculations was determined, and at the level of invention, a fundamentally new plow
with variable widths was developed, allowing a better use of its operation in the mountainous conditions.
KEYОВWORDS: RELIABILITY, PLOWS, FAILURE, STATE OF SERVICEABILITY, MODELING, RELIABILITY INDEX, LIFETIME,
REDUNDANCY.

Among complex operations of cultivation of crops, plowing
of the soil is the most important and labor-consuming operation
which is carried out by plows.
Plows work in severe soil and climatic conditions - their
working parts are affected constantly by sign-variable dynamic
loadings, humidity of the soil and the abrasive particles in it,
difficult relief configuration and exposition. During work in
mountain conditions to these factors are added the small featured
plots, inclination, a sinuosity of the processed soil and complication
of maneuvering of plows in connection with deterioration of
traction indicators of tractors. The specified factors cause intensive
wear of working parts, reduction of their durability and, as a result,
both gradual, and sudden refusals. The latter cause idling of plows,
violation of agrotechnical terms оf plowings and reduction of a crop
of agricultural production. Therefore, increase of reliability of
agricultural plows is very important problem of world significance
which solving will give big economic effect.
We developed the general technique for calculation of
indicators of reliability of agricultural machinery /1,2/ and
continued developing this technique achieving our own method of
calculation of reliability of plows which considers the specific of
work in mountain conditions and nature of connection of their
elements in the structural and logical scheme (SLS).
We entered special coefficient
K– which considers
influence of mountain conditions on indicators of reliability of
plows.

P( H )
K=
P( H )
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fig.1 The structural and logical scheme of a plow for calculation
of reliability.
Theoretical prerequisites and sequence of calculation of
reliability of machines depending on a type of connection of
elements are described in detail in our work /2/. Our calculations
showed that the use of the reserve case increases the probability of
no-failure operation of plows by 8-10 percent.
Generally VBR of plows cand determine be by a formula:

P(t ) = K ⋅ P1 (t ) P 2 (t ) . . . (2)
P1 (t ) - PNFO at sudden refusals;
P2 (t ) - PNFO at gradual refusals.

. . . (1)

Our theoretical and experimental studies [5,6] showed that

Where – P (H ) - the probability of no-failure operation
(PNFO) of plows during the work in mountain conditions.
P (H ) - (PNFO) in flat conditions.
Our research /3,4/ showed that this coefficient fluctuates in
limits
K = 0,74 − 0,80 .
Further, for calculation of reliability, we made the structural
and logical scheme of plows which considers reservation by means
of the additional case (fig. 1).

in most cases

P2 (t ) - by

P1 (t ) -

is described by the exponential law, and

normal distribution. Then (3) the equation will be:
−

P(t ) = K

σ-

e

−λ t

σ 2π

∞

∫e

( t −T )2
−
2σ 2

dt

...(3)

t

average quadratic deviation of an indicator

reliability;
−

T - Mathematical Expectation
h.

t - operating time of a plow, h.
λ - failure rate, h-1.
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of time of non- failure work,

For probabilistic and statistical modeling of the general
characteristics of indicators of operational reliability of the plows,
working in mountain conditions, field observations were made by
the technique developed by us. For collecting of the statistical
materials in special journals were fixed the main indicators of
operational reliability - time between failures, an operating time
between refusals, a type and group of complexity of refusals, an idle
time and restoration, dynamics of wear of working parts and others.
Experimental research was conducted in mountain areas of RachaLechkhumi and Samtskhe-Javakheti regions of Georgia
(Ambrolauri, Oni, Tsageri, Adigeni, Akhalkalaki and Akhaltsikhe
areas).
After mathematical processing of statistical data, the
empirical frequency of refusals of plows and frequency (statistical
probability, table.1) were determined.
Table 1.

statistical
probability
wi

empirical
frequency
mi

middle of the
Interval
Hi , ha

output (in ha)
befor failures,
interval
a…b
K=8.

12
16
20
24
28
32
36
40

53
33
23
20
13
10
5
3

h=4

12
16
20
24
28
32
36
40

0,33
0,21
0,14
0,13
0,08
0,06
0,03
0,02

0,083
0,053
0,035
0,032
0,200
0,015
0,008
0,005

Distribution
densityƒ(H)
(theoretical)

Distribution
�)
densityƒ(H
(empirical)

frequency
Wi

53
33
23
20
13
10
5
3

0,027
0,023
0,018
0,015
0,012
0,010
0,008
0,007

The value of the variation coefficient was assumed to be
have exponentially.
Integrated function of distribution of refusals of plows and
probability of non-failure operation are [4] respectively equal:
F(H) = 1 − e−0.05∙Ηi . . . (12)
P(H) = 1 − F(H) = e−0.05∙Ηi . . . (13)

0,33
0,21
0,14
0,13
0,08
0,06
0,03
0,02

These indicators were defined after mathematical
processing of statistical data on refusals of the plows working in
mountain conditions.
Special attention was paid to types of refusals of plows.
Their analyses showed that the percentage was the following:
Design refusals
-18%,
Industrial refusals
-37%,
Operational refusals -45%.

Number of intervals of refusals:
K = 1 + 3,2 ∙ lg ∙ N . . . (4)
where N – is a quantity of refusals for. N=160, weget
Width of the interval

empirical
frequency
mi

10…14
14…18
18…22
22…26
26…30
30…34
34…38
38…42

Statistics of refusals of plows

10…14
14…18
18…22
22…26
26…30
30…34
34…38
38…42

middle of the
Interval
Hi

output (in ha)
befor failures,
interval
a…b

Results of calculations of this indicator are presented in
table 2.
Tab. 2
Indicators of distribution of refusals of plows

Integrated function of distribution and probability of nofailure operation of plows were also defined.
In fig. 2 . graphical Interprentation of the results of

ha . . . (5)

calculations are given.

Further, general characteristics of the distribution of refusals

P(H), P(H)

were determined:

0,7

- Average value

1

0,6

k

2

H = ∑ = wi hi = 19,3 ha . . . (6)

0,5

i =1

0,4

- Dispersion
� )2wi = 55 ha2 . . . (7)
D = ∑ki=1(Hi − H

3

0,3
0,2

- Average deviation
σ = √D = 7,45 ha . . . (8)

0,1
H, га

- Variation coefficient
σ
V = � = 0,39. . . (9)
H
- Failure rate
1
λ = � = 0,05 ha-1 . . . (10)

10

14

18

22

26

30

34

38

42

Fig. of 2 Schedules of probability of no-failure operation of plows
1 Histograms, 2 Polygon, 3-Teoretical curve.

H

Density of distribution of refusals (differential function of

Validation of the mathematical model using Kolmogorov
criteria showed that the coincidence probability of theoretical and

distribution) was determined by formula
ƒ(H) = λe−λΗi = 0,05 ∙ e−0,05∙Ηi . . . (11)

experimental results is

p (λ ) = 0,54 .

Our further research was directed on the development of
constructional actions for increase of reliability of plows taking into
account reservation. At the level of the invention it was developed
and made a plow with a variable width of capture. Existing similar
designs have a shortcoming which comes from a difficult design of
the mechanism of captyre width variation. Operators are compelled
8

to perform additional works manually that complicates a plow
unitization with a tractor.
At the level of the invention [6] we developed, made and
tested an original plow with a variable width of capture which
differs from others with simplicity of a design, convenience in
operation and with increase in reliability. In additioni has a reserve
element case of a plow (fig. 3).
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3.
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Fig. 3. Plogh with a variable width of capture.
1-main beam. 2-front bar. 3-cross bar. 4-case of a plow. 5-hinged
system. 6-additional beam. 7- hinge. 8- hydraulic cilinder. 9-yoke
.10-lever. 11-levr. 12-truction. 13-mobile bar. 14-oval axis.
The plow with a variable width of capture is aggregated
with a tractor hinged system. For change of width of capture the
operator directly in a cabin turns on the lever and oil with a high
pressure moves in a hydraulic cylinder which rod moves a yoke and
the lever. As a result of it, the additional beam together with the
reserve case falls down and holds working position. At the same
time by means of the lever the mobile bar moves on an oval axis
that promotes increase in width of capture of a plow.
The carried-out field tests showed working capacity and
high reliability of the plow developed by us with a variable width of
capture which qualitatively carried out soil plowing in the mountain
regions of Georgia.

Conclusions
1 . The technique for calculation of indicators of reliability of plows
taking into account mountain working conditions is developed.
2 . The structural and logical scheme of a plow for calculation of
reliability is made and probabilistic and statistical modeling of
indicators of operational reliability is carried out.
3 . At the level of the invention is developed and tested the plow
with a variable width of capture which differs from the similar
plows by simplicity of a design and convenience in operation.
Theoretical and experimental studies were financed by the
grant project of Agricultural University of Georgia, "Development
of New Materials and Technologies for Increase of Reliability of
machines".
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF EXHAUST GAS PARAMETERS ON A DIESEL ENGINE
IN STATIONARY OPERATING MODE
ЭКСПЕРИМЕНТАЛЬНОЕ ИССЛЕДОВАНИЕ ПАРАМЕТРОВ ВЫХЛОПНЫХ ГАЗОВ НА ДИЗЕЛЬНЫЙ
ДВИГАТЕЛЬ В СТАЦИОНАРНОМ РЕЖИМЕ
Assist. Prof. PhD Punov P.
Faculty of Transport – Technical University of Sofia, Bulgaria,
plamen_punov@tu-sofia.bg
Abstract: In this paper an experimental study of exhaust gas parameters of a modern diesel engine is presented. The engine under study is
developed for passenger car. It was used a flexible engine management system based on National Instruments real-time controller and
LabVIEW code. However, basic settings of the engine calibration values were used over the test. The engine was tested at seventeen
operating points which correspond to real operating mode in NEDC of the vehicle. In order to define the engine speed and load a vehicle
driving model was used. Finally, exhaust mass flow and temperature were studied as well as exhaust enthalpy was estimated. The results
revealed that waste heat recovery system can be applied in order to reduce fuel consumption in NEDC.
KEYWORDS: DIESEL ENGINE, EXHAUST GASES, EXPERIMENTAL TEST, WASTE HEAT RECOVERY

are used into the system. The injection characteristics were studied
in [7]. Maximum injection pressure is 1600 bar. The engine is also
equipped with water cooled EGR system and post treatment system
including catalytic converter. The valves distribution system with
four valves per cylinder is developed. The engine is compliant with
EURO 4 emission demands. The main engine data are listed in
Table 1.

1. Introduction
Reduction of CO2 emissions from passenger cars in European
Union (EU) is the main challenge for the automotive industry. A
new level of 95g/km [1] measured by New European Driving Cycle
(NEDC) is the target for 2020. It means a reduction by 26% in
comparison with the level in 2015. In order to meet the future
restriction of CO2 emissions for passenger cars, it is necessary to
reduce significantly the engine fuel consumption developing more
advanced technologies.
A number of research [2-4] revealed that, overall efficiency of
automobile engines still remains below 40%. Therefore, more than
60% of fuel energy is lost as a form of heat in the exhaust and
cooling system. Due to that fact, waste heat recovery (WHR)
applied to automotive engines, seems to be a prospective way to
increase the engine efficiency.
A numerical study conducted on a diesel engine [2] revealed
that the enthalpy rejected by exhaust gases and that lost in the
cooling system is approximately the same. However, an exergetic
analysis revealed much higher potential of WHR by exhaust gases
than cooling system. It can be explain with higher temperature of
the exhaust gases.
Rankine cycle (RC) and Organic Rankine cycle (ORC) can be
successfully applied as WHR to engine exhaust system. Punov et
al. [5], revealed higher potential of RC than ORC at engine
operating point typical for tractors during plowing. In this case RC
efficiency was observed to be 15.8%. Daccord et al. [1], reported
RC efficiency of 10.3% and ORC efficiency of 6.3%. Glavatskaya
et al. [6], studied RC with piston expander machine applied to
automotive engine. In that study WHR efficiency was estimated to
be within the range from 12% to 14%.
In order to study WHR potential from exhaust gases the heat
source parameters need to be determined. For that reason, the aim
of this article is to study the exhaust gases parameters on an
automotive diesel engine for passenger car in stationary operating
mode.

Table 1
Type of engine

HDI

Number of cylinders
Total volume

4
2liter

Cylinder bore
Cylinder stroke

85 mm
88 mm

Compression ratio

17,6

Valves per cylinder

4

3. Experimental setup
The experimental study was conducted at Department of
combustion engines, automobiles and transport of Technical
university of Sofia. The test facility includes an engine test bed
equipped with hydraulic brake, flexible diesel engine management
system and data acquisition system for data analysis. The engine
test bed is shown in Figure 1.

2. Engine data
The engine under study is 2.0liter four cylinders direct
injection diesel engine developed by PSA. The maximum output
power is 101kW at 4000rpm as the maximum torque is 320Nm at
2000rpm. The engine is equipped with variable geometry
turbocharger. Boost pressure is limited to 1.3 bar. Common rail
system of the engine is produced by Delphi. The high pressure
pump is DFP 3.1 with integrated transfer pump and inlet metering
valve. Solenoid controlled 6-holes injectors of generation DFI 1.3

Figure 1. Engine test bed facility
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the intake mass flow and fuel consumption. In order to measure the
intake mass flow an intake mass flow meter produced by Bosch was
used. It is a flow meter based on thermo anemometry principal. The
accuracy is 2% over the whole operating range. The flow meter was
previously calibrated in respect to a laboratory mass flow meter.
The flow meter mounted in the engine intake system is shown in
Figure 3.
Fuel consumption was estimated measuring the volumetric
flow while the density of the fuel was previously defined to be
0.840g/cm3. It was used Rotronics RCC101 volumetric fuel flow
measurement technic with two flow sensors – one in delivery line
and one in return line. The signal from the sensors comes to rackmounted measurement equipment. Fuel measurement equipment is
shown in Figure 4.

Figure 2. Brake force sensor
The engine is mechanically coupled to hydraulic brake D4.
The maximum power absorption from the brake is 257kW at
4500rpm. A strain gauge sensor is used in order to measure the
brake force (Figure 2). The sensor was produced at Technical
university of Sofia for operating range from 0N to 1500N and
accuracy of 0,5% at whole operating range. A strain gauge amplifier
Advantech ADAM 3016 is used. Two mechanically controlled
valves are used to control the brake.

Figure 5. Exhaust temperature sensor position
The exhaust temperature was measured by means of a K-type
thermocouple located at exhaust pipe 1.5m downstream the exhaust
valves. We considered this location is suitable as inlet section of a
Rankine cycle heat exchanger. Measurement range of the
thermocouple is up to 1100°C. The probe diameter is 1.5mm.
Mounting position of the sensor can be seen in Figure 5.
In our experimental research the engine operation was
controlled by means of Real Time controller produced by National
Instruments and specialized modules for control and measurement
produced by Drivven. It includes: NI Chassis PXI-1031, RT
controller NI PXI-8106, FPGA NI PXI-7813R card, two expansion
chassis CRIO 9151, two DI driver, AD combo, LS module and O2
sensor module. The entire system is presented in Figure 6.

Figure 3. Intake mass flow meter
The exhaust gases parameters (temperature and mass flow rate)
were measured. We estimated the exhaust mass flow by measuring

Figure 6. Engine management system
A Lab View project was developed in order to control the
engine. The system provides very large functionality for
measurement and control such as: injection process control with up
to five separate injections per cycle, injection pressure control,
boost pressure control, exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) control,
closed-loop control of injection by means of wide band oxygen

Figure 4. Fuel consumption measurement
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sensor in exhaust gases etc. Moreover, the system can be adapted
for diesel engines with up to 6 cylinders in case of solenoid
injectors and up to 4 cylinders in case of piezo injectors. The front
panel of the project host application and the monitoring system are
shown in Figure 7 and 8.

The main parameters of the vehicle which was used to
determine the engine operating points are listed in Table 2.
Table 2

Vehicle type
Seats
Mass of the vehicle, kg
Tyres
Rolling resistance coefficient
k
Car frontal area, m2
Aerodynamic drag coefficient Cx
Transmission

Medium size
5
1486
225/60R16
0.008
6.10-6
2.25
0.3
6 speed manual

It was observed seventeen typical engine operating points over
the cycle simulation. The engine speed and BMEP for each point is
listed in Table 3.
Table 3
Figure 7. Engine control software

№

Figure 8. Engine monitoring system

4. Determination of engine test points
The engine performance has been previously studied
numerically by means of 1D model in advanced simulation software
AVL BOOST [2, 8]. In current study, it was interesting to
determine the engine operating points which correspond to engine
operating mode in NEDC test of a passenger car. In order to
establish the engine operating points a driving model of a vehicle
was used. This model is based on the force balance in longitudinal
direction of the vehicle. In this case the traction force should be
equal to the sum of the aerodynamic force, rolling resistance force
and inertial force. The grade resistance force is zero. NEDC begins
with cold start, then it follows four repetitions of UDC mode. It
finishes with single repetition of EUDC. The NEDC for 6-speed
manual transmission is presented in Figure 9.
Vehicle speed [km/h]

[km/h]

100
80
60
40
20

200

400

600
Time [s]

800

Engine speed

BMEP

[km/h]

[-]
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[bar]
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2
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2
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2
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3.82

4
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4

1400

4.93

5

50

3

1420

1.27

6
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3

1430

0.52

7

35.9

3

1470

4.03

8

70.4

5
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4.72

9
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1
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0.13

10

49.1

3
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4.72

11

69.2

4
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6.25

12
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6
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8.56

13

32

3
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1.01

14

33.9

2

2150

2.89

15

120

5

2280

5.97

16

119.5

6

2300

9.82

17

100

5

2310

4.02

1000

Results

The experimental research was conducted at engine steady-state
operating mode. Seventeen operating points were observed
corresponding to idling, constant vehicle speed and acceleration.
These operating points were defined based on vehicle simulation in
NEDC in previous section (Table 3). During the test the engine was
heated up to normal cooling temperature. The ambient temperature
was 18°C while the barometric pressure was 955mbar. Then, the
values of intake mass flow, fuel flow and exhaust gases temperature
were recorded. Variation of exhaust gases parameters in NEDC is
shown in Figure 10, 11 and 12. Exhaust gas enthalpy was calculated
as constant value of specific heat capacity was used (cp=1.15
kJ/kg.K). Exhaust mass flow varies within the range from 53,4kg/h
to 188,7kg/h. The highest value was measured at engine operating
point corresponds to vehicle speed of 100km/h on 6th gear.

120

0

Gear

5.

Gear [-]

140

0

Vehicle speed

1200

Figure 9. Vehicle speed in NEDC
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6. Conclusions
An experimental study of modern diesel engine in stationary
operating mode was conducted. Over the test, exhaust gas
parameters (mass flow and temperature) were measured. The
temperature was measure at the location situated 1.5m downstream
the exhaust valve. That place has been considered as suitable for the
heat exchanger of waste heat recovery system based on Rankine
cycle.
The engine was equipped with flexible management system
based on National Instruments real time controller and modules
developed by Drivven. In order to control the engine a real time
project was developed in LabVIEW. It provides opportunities for
precise control of injection process (according the manufacturer
settings), fuel pressure, boost pressure, EGR system, cooling system
and etc.
NEDC is still used in homologation of new passenger cars in
Europe. For that reason the engine was tested at operating points
which are defined by vehicle model in NEDC. It was observed that
the homologation cycle can be represented by seventeen operating
points. The engine speed ranged from 950min-1 to 2310min-1 while
the BMEP ranged from 0.13bar to 9.82bar. Therefore, the output
power ranged from zero to 37,7kW.
In order to assess the potential of exhaust gases for waste heat
recovery in NEDC their thermodynamic parameters were
experimentally studied. Experimental results revealed that all
parameters vary at wide range. Exhaust mass flow ranged from
53,4kg/h to 188,7kg/h while the temperature changes within the
range from 115°C to 410.3°C. Enthalpy of exhaust gases was
calculated per time, i.e. as power. The values ranged from 1.66kW
to 23.15kW.
Obviously, NEDC is not very dynamic cycle. Moreover UDC
is repeated four times. It means that exhaust gas energy will be not
too high over the first part of the cycle. For that reason, in future
researches will be better to study Rankine cycle working with
organic working fluid rather than steam Rankine cycle.
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Figure 10. Variation of exhaust mass flow
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COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF RANKINE CYCLE AND ORGANIC RANKINE
CYCLE FOR WASTE HEAT RECOVERY IN INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE
СРАВНИТЕЛЬНЫЙ АНАЛИЗ ЦИКЛА РЕНКИНА И ОРГАНИЧЕСКИЙ ЦИКЛ РЕНКИНА ДЛЯ
УТИЛИЗАЦИИ ТЕПЛА В ДВИГАТЕЛЕ ВНУТРЕННЕГО СГОРАНИЯ
Assist. Prof. PhD Punov P.
Faculty of Transport – Technical University of Sofia, Bulgaria,
plamen_punov@tu-sofia.bg
Abstract: This paper presents numerical analysis of waste heat recovery from engine exhaust gases by means of Rankine cycle and Organic
Rankine cycle. Both technologies are widely studied in combustion engines but there are still not solid statements which should be chosen.
The heat source in this study is the exhaust system of a modern diesel engine, developed for passenger car. Firstly, the engine was
experimentally studied at stationary operating mode. Thus, exhaust gas parameters such as: mass flow rate, temperature and enthalpy were
obtained at seventeen operating points which correspond to real operating mode of vehicle in NEDC. A simulation model of waste heat
recovery system was developed. Based on that model, a numerical code was created in Python as CoolProp open-source platform was used
to determine working fluid parameters. Lastly, Rankine cycle and Organic Rankine Cycle output power and efficiency were studied. The
results revealed that Organic Rankine cycle using R245fa as working fluid provides better efficiency than steam Rankine cycle. Maximum
recovered power was estimated to be 1.69kW while for the steam Rankine cycle it was 1.43kW.
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1. Introduction
A number of research [1-3] revealed that, overall efficiency of
automobile engines still remains below 40%. Moreover, at partial
load it ranges from 15% to 30%. Therefore, minimum 60% of fuel
energy is lost as a form of heat in the exhaust and cooling system.
Due to that fact, waste heat recovery (WHR) applied to automotive
engines, seems to be a prospective way to increase the engine
efficiency. Despite approximately the same energy of the exhaust
gases and cooling system, WHR from exhaust gases is much more
promising due to much higher exergy contain [1].
Rankine cycle (RC) and Organic Rankine cycle (ORC) can be
successfully applied as WHR to engine exhaust system. Punov et
al. [4], revealed higher potential of RC than ORC at engine
operating point typical for tractors during plowing. In this case RC
efficiency was observed to be 15.8%. Daccord et al. [5], reported
RC efficiency of 10.3% and ORC efficiency of 6.3%. Glavatskaya
et al. [6], studied RC with piston expander machine applied to
automotive engine. In that study WHR efficiency was estimated to
be within the range from 12% to 14%. Katsanos et al. [7] studied
effect of RC and ORC on BSFC of heavy-duty diesel engine at
partial load (25%). They reported improvement which ranges from
8.5% to 10.2% for ORC (using R245fa) and 6.1% to 7.5% when
steam RC is applied. Among organic fluids R245fa is preferred due
to quite enough performance and lower impact to the environment.

Figure 1. Engine test bed facility
The engine under study is 2.0liter four cylinders direct
injection diesel engine developed by PSA. The maximum output
power is 101kW at 4000rpm as the maximum torque is 320Nm at
2000rpm. The engine is equipped with variable geometry
turbocharger. Boost pressure is limited to 1.3 bar. Common rail
system of the engine is produced by Delphi. The high pressure
pump is DFP 3.1 with integrated transfer pump and inlet metering
valve. Solenoid controlled 6-holes injectors of generation DFI 1.3
are used into the system. Maximum injection pressure is 1600 bar.
The engine is also equipped with water cooled EGR system and
post treatment system including catalytic converter. The valves
distribution system with four valves per cylinder is developed. The
engine is compliant with EURO 4 emission demands. The main
engine data are listed in Table 1.
Table 1
Type of engine
HDI

The aim of this paper is to study the performance of steam RC
and ORC using R245fa for waste heat recovery on passenger car
diesel engine at operating range typical for NEDC (New European
Driving Cycle).

2. Engine experimental study
2.1. Engine test setup
A diesel engine for passenger car was studied at stationary
operating mode in our laboratory at Technical university of Sofia.
The test bed facility is shown in Figure 1. The engine is
mechanically coupled to hydraulic brake D4. The maximum power
absorption from the brake is 257kW at 4500rpm. A strain gauge
sensor is used in order to measure the brake force. The sensor was
produced at Technical university of Sofia for operating range from
0N to 1500N and accuracy of 0,5% at whole operating range.

Number of cylinders

14

4

Total volume

2liter

Cylinder bore

85 mm

Cylinder stroke

88 mm

Compression ratio

17,6

Valves per cylinder

4

The exhaust gases parameters (temperature and mass flow rate)
were measured. We estimated the exhaust mass flow by measuring
the intake mass flow and fuel consumption. In order to measure the
intake mass flow an intake mass flow meter produced by Bosch was
used. It is a flow meter based on thermo anemometry principal. The
accuracy is 2% over the whole operating range. The flow meter was
previously calibrated in respect to a laboratory mass flow meter.

mode in NEDC test of a passenger car. In order to establish the
engine operating points a driving model of a vehicle was used. This
model is based on the force balance in longitudinal direction of the
vehicle. In this case the traction force should be equal to the sum of
the aerodynamic force, rolling resistance force and inertial force.
The grade resistance force is zero. NEDC begins with cold start,
then it follows four repetitions of UDC mode. It finishes with single
repetition of EUDC. The NEDC for 6-speed manual transmission is
presented in Figure 3.

Fuel consumption was estimated measuring the volumetric
flow while the density of the fuel was previously defined to be
0.840g/cm3. It was used Rotronics RCC101 volumetric fuel flow
measurement technic with two flow sensors – one in delivery line
and one in return line.

It was observed seventeen typical engine operating points over
the cycle simulation. The engine speed and BMEP for each point is
listed in Table 2.

The exhaust temperature was measured by means of K type
thermocouple located at exhaust pipe 1.5m downstream the exhaust
valves. We considered this location is suitable as inlet section of a
Rankine cycle heat exchanger. Measurement range of the
thermocouple is up to 1100°C. The probe diameter is 1.5mm.
Mounting position of the sensor can be seen in Figure 2.

Table 2

№

Figure 2. Exhaust temperature sensor position
In our experimental research the engine operation was
controlled by means of Real Time controller produced by National
Instruments and specialized modules for control and measurement
produced by Drivven. It includes: NI Chassis PXI-1031, RT
controller NI PXI-8106, FPGA NI PXI-7813R card, two expansion
chassis CRIO 9151, two DI driver, AD combo, LS module and O2
sensor module.
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3
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2
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4
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4
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5
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3
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6
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3
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7
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3
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8
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5
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4.72

9

15

1
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0.13

10

49.1

3

1950

4.72

11

69.2

4

1980

6.25

12

100.5

6

1990

8.56

13

32

3

2020

1.01

14

33.9

2

2150

2.89

15

120

5

2280

5.97

16

119.5

6

2300

9.82

17

100

5

2310

4.02

Exhaust gas temperature depends on engine load. At those
operating points where output power is high the temperature is
much higher than other points. The maximum value was measured
at the 16th operating points which corresponds to vehicle speed of
119.5km/h and BMEP = 9.82bar. In this transient operating mode of
the vehicle, exhaust gas temperature accounts to 410.3°C. At the
same operating point, it was observed the highest exhaust power.
The exhaust enthalpy, calculated per time is 23.1kW (Figure 4).

40

0

Engine speed

The experimental research was conducted at engine steady-state
operating mode. Seventeen operating points were observed
corresponding to idling, constant vehicle speed and acceleration.
These operating points were defined based on vehicle simulation in
NEDC in previous section. During the test the engine was heated up
to normal cooling temperature. The ambient temperature was 18°C
while the barometric pressure was 955mbar. Then, the values of
intake mass flow, fuel flow and exhaust gases temperature were
recorded. Exhaust gas enthalpy was calculated as constant value of
specific heat capacity was used (cp=1.15 kJ/kg.K). Exhaust mass
flow varies within the range from 53,4kg/h to 188,7kg/h. The
highest value was measured at engine operating point corresponds
to vehicle speed of 100km/h at 6th gear.

The engine performance has been previously studied
numerically by means of 1D model in advanced simulation software
AVL BOOST [1, 8]. In this study, it was interesting to determine
the engine operating points which correspond to engine operating
Vehicle speed [km/h]

Gear

2.3. Exhaust gas parameters

2.2. Engine test points determination

[km/h]

Vehicle speed

1000

1200

Figure 3. Vehicle speed in NEDC
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The power consumed by the pump was estimated as follows:

Exhaust gas enthalpy

Pex [kW]
25

Ppump =

m wf hb s − ha

(1)

η pump

Heating of the working fluid by exhaust gas occurs at constant
pressure – process b-c. At point c the fluid is in the form of superheated vapour. The fluid specific enthalpy at the outlet of the heat
exchanger was calculated by means of the following correlation:

20
15

hc = hb +

10

Qhe
m wf

(2)

5

The heat flow rate transferred by the heat exchanger was
estimated by means of a discretized heat exchanger model as:

0

Qhe = ∑ Qhe(i )

n

1

2

3

4

5

6

(3)

i =1

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
Engine operating point

where heat flow rate at finite volume was estimated as:
Figure 4. Variation of exhaust gas enthalpy

Qhe (i ) = Ai .U i .(Tgas (i ) − Twf (i ) )

3. Rankine cycle simulation model

(4)

The output power of the expander is calculated as follows:

The RC system consists of a tank, pump, heat exchanger
(evaporator), expander and condenser (Figure 5). The pump
increases the fluid pressure during the phase a-b. The fluid pressure
downstream from the pump (point b) depends on the fluid. The fluid
is heated by exhaust gases (phase b-c) on three different stages:
preheating (b-bI), evaporation at constant temperature (bI-cI) and
superheating (cI-c). The process c-d is the expansion of the superheated vapor. Two types of expanders can be used, depending on
the design: turbines and piston machines. The last stage of the cycle
is the condensing process (d-a) in the condenser. At the condenser
outlet section the fluid reaches the initial parameters. The variation
in working fluid thermodynamic parameters is presented in T-s
diagrams in Figure 6.

Pex = m wf .(hc − hd s ).ηex

(5)

Lastly, the power recovered by the RC can be estimated as the
difference between the power produced by the expander and the
power consumed by the pump:
(6)
PRC = Pex − Ppump
The RC efficiency is determined as the recovered power with
respect to the heat flow transferred by the heat exchanger as
follows:

η RC =

PRC
Qhe

(7)

By means of the model presented above a simulation code was
developed in Python. In order to determine working fluid
parameters the open-source platform CoolProp was integrated in the
code.

4. Results and discussion
Numerical simulation at the same engine operating points
(same heat source) with RC and ORC was carried out. In other
words with two working fluids: water and organic fluid R245fa. It
was imposed some constraints for both cycles. The main parameters
of the cycles are listed in Table 3.
Table 3

Working fluid
Pump pressure, pb [bar]
Condensation pressure, pd
[bar]
Condensation temperature,
Td [K]
Exchanger surface, A [m2]
Expander efficiency, ηex
Pump efficiency, ηpump

Figure 5. Rankine cycle scheme

RC
Water
5 ÷ 10

ORC
R245fa
5 ÷ 15
1

373

310
2.2
0.7
0.8

By means of the numerical simulation RC and ORC output
power was calculated. The comparative result between the cycles is
presented in Figure 7. The results revealed that ORC power is
higher than RC at all operating points. It can be
explain
with
relatively low temperature and energy of exhaust gases. Moreover,
the RC output power is zero at those operating points when exhaust
gas temperature lower than 450K. Below this temperature very low
working fluid mass flow is needed as well as extremely precise
control. For that reason it was assumed that RC will be bypassed
and no power will be produced. Due to the higher evaporation
temperature of the water, the evaporation pressure was reduced to

Figure 6. T-S diagram of super-heated RC and ORC
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5bar once the exhaust gas temperature was below 526K. Lower
evaporation pressure also reduces RC output power.
Output power
[kW]

ORC

In these conditions ORC revealed higher efficiency. Maximum
recovered power was estimated to be 1.69kW while at same
operating points RC power was 1.43kW. It presents 15% lower
output power. In the other operating points RC power is much
lower than ORC. It can be explained with low temperature,
respectively low energy of exhaust gases over NEDC test procedure
of the vehicle. Moreover, lower temperature causes reduction in
evaporation pressure of the water. In some operating points when
exhaust gas temperature is lower than 450K steam RC power is
zero. Both ORC and RC efficiency is not high. The ORC efficiency
ranged from 1.74% to 4.7% while RC efficiency is within the range
of 0% to 3.71%.
Based on results obtained in this study it can be stated that
ORC using R245fa is more efficient way to reduce engine fuel
consumption in NEDC than steam RC. However, more complicate
analysis should be carried out in the future due to the fact that
NEDC is dynamic as well as there is heat accumulated by
evaporator which should be taken into consideration in simulations.

RC
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0
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The ORC output power varies within the range of 0.05kW to
1.69kW while the RC maximum power is 1.43kW. In percentage
the differences decreases when exhaust gas temperature and energy
increase. At the 16th operating points (Exhaust gas enthalpy –
23.15kW) RC produces 15% lower output power. WHR efficiency
was also studied for both cycles. The results are presented in Figure
8. For RC the maximum recovery efficiency is 3.71% while
concerning ORC it accounts to 4.7%.
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Figure 8. ORC and RC efficiency as a function of engine
operating points

5. Conclusions
Exhaust gas parameters of a modern diesel engine for
passenger car were measure by means of engine test in stationary
operating mode. Studied engine operating points was previously
defined by means of vehicle driving model. The vehicle simulation
was conducted in NEDC. Thus, engine operating points and exhaust
gas parameters respectively, were defined corresponding to NEDC
homologation procedure. Seventeen points were studied. Over the
test, exhaust mass flow and temperature was measured. It provides
opportunity to determine exhaust gas energy. The results revealed
that exhaust enthalpy, calculate per time, ranges from 1.66kW to
23.15kW. Exhaust gas mass flow is within the range of 53.39kg/h
to 188.66kW while the temperature varies from 388.5K to 683.5K.
RC model was developed at steady-state operating mode. A
discretized heat exchanger model was implemented as well. Based
on the model a simulation code in Phyton was created. Working
fluid parameters were defined by means of open-source platform
CoolProp, implemented in Phyton. Therefore, WHR output power
and recovery efficiency was estimated as some constrains were
applied for both cycles. Two cycles were studied: steam RC and
ORC working with R245fa.

[8]
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METHODS AND MEANS OF ENSURING HEALTHFUL AND SAFE WORKING
CONDITIONS IN AUTOMOBILE REPAIR SHOPS
МЕТОДЫ И СРЕДСТВА ДЛЯ ОБЕЗПЕЧЕНИЯ ЗДОРОВЫХ И БЕЗОПАСНЫХ УСЛОВИИ ТРУДА В
АВТОМОБИЛЬНЫХ СЕРВИСАХ
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Emil Mladenov Madjarski
Technical University of Sofia, Faculty of Transportation
Abstract: There are a number of hazards for people working in automobile repair shops related to the nature of the conducted operations,
work in an environment of high temperature, chemicals, dust, gases, radiation, work with inflammable liquids, etc. By means of right zoning
of the areas and appropriate choice of technological equipment it is possible to avoid hazards in the work zones of automobile repair shops.
KEYWORDS:

the gases out – using hoses or rollers fixed to the ceiling or using
hoses connected to the bell traps and underfloor ventilation system.
The first variant has a lot of disadvantages – the length of the hoses
is about 6-8 metres and the diameter of the pipes is 80-120 mm.
The diameter of the winding roller becomes too big, and it is
necessary to lay out the whole air installation under the ceiling of
the repair shop. With the second variant, which uses the bell traps,
the length of the hoses is about 2-3 metres, аnd the air installation
is built in under the floor or is embedded in it. Apart from the
simple structure of this variant, it is also economically more
appropriate. What presents some difficulty is finding a solution to
the problem of letting the exhaust gases out in a regime of forced
cleaning of soot in diesel engines (a process with a duration of
about 30 min.), in which the temperature of the exhaust gases is
about 700 – 800 0 С.
In the metalwork shop, the hazards are related to heated
surfaces, possible injuries from sharp edges, the presence of rays,
work with cutting tools. For protection it is necessary to have anticutting, heat-insulating and radiation shielding protective
equipment.
In doing metalwork there are emissions of dust, gases, and spatter
of molten metal. The composition of the gases in welding with a
wire feeder depends on the shielding medium – in a protective
atmosphere of СО2 or argon.
There are harmful effects in case of:
- using a welding machine with wire feeder in gas
shielding atmosphere: the use of wire of about 0.25 kg/hour results
in the use of 0.35 kg/hour of СО2;
- in the process of heating when using a gas welding
machine – in burning of about 170 l/hour (0,2 kg/hour) of acetylene
around 40 gr/hour of СО is released, as well as 0.7 kg/hour of СО2.
In order to eliminate and reduce the harmful effects, apart
from the availability of wholehouse ventilation of the areas, it is
necessary to have local exhaust ventilation over the areas where
heating and welding is performed.
It has become quite common to use aluminum components in
modern automobiles and chips are formed in the machining
process. In order to prevent the possibility of self-ignition they
have to be collected by a special exhaust installation.
The paintwork shop usually comprises three work areas:
preparation for painting, preparation of paints and painting
chamber. The main harmful effects and hazards are evaporations of
solvents in the preparation for painting and the dust residue from
the grinding process.
The paints, which are used, are water-based, but the main
explosion hazardous mixtures can be formed in the preparation for
painting – in priming, applying the base coat (filler), degreasing
and drying.
The maximum amount of organic solvents released per hour
can be determined on the basis of the following technological
operations:
- priming – 20 min.;
- degreasing - 12 min.;

1. Introduction
There are a number of hazards for people working in automobile
repair shops related to:
the nature of the conducted operations: movement or
lifting of automobiles, assembly-dismantling of heavy
units and assemblies, mechanical work on components
with sharp edges, etc.
work in an environment or with components with high
temperature, chemicals, dust, gases, radiation;
work with inflammable liquids and in an environment of
inflammable mixtures and materials.
Irrespective of the fact that according to the requirements [ 3 ]
workers are provided with personal protective equipment, the
organisation of the technological processes of automobile
maintenance must not allow for such hazards to exist in the work
zones. This can be achieved through the right planning and zoning
of the areas, the proper choice of technological equipment,
requirements for the floors and ventilation, compliance with the fire
regulations, etc.
Work zones and areas in automobile repair shops with such hazards
are: a carwash with manual operation, the main repair zone, the
metalwork shop and the paintwork shop

2. Results and discussion
In a carwash, we should bear in mind that when using a water
jet power washer the water temperature is about 120 0 С and a
great amount of water vapour is produced, and that also when
diesel fuel burns flue gases are produced too. That is why it is
necessary to have both wholehouse ventilation and exhaust,
“umbrella” type ventilation for the exhaust gases from the water jet
power washer.
In the main repair shop there are the hazards arising from the
motion of automobiles, the dismounting of heavy units and
assemblies, which requires the use of specialised lifting equipment.
Despite the fact that each automobile moves around in the repair
shop for a very short time, it releases harmful gases such as: carbon
oxide, nitrogen oxides and aldehydes. Depending on the type,
volume and temperature of the car engine these amounts vary and,
for example, for the average class of automobiles they are about
GСО = 0.0007 kg/hour; GNO = 0.00014 kg/hour; Gald = 0.0003
kg/hour. In order to let this gas-air mixture out of the area, it is
necessary to have a wholehouse ventilation working. In order to
clean the air in the work passages, where the heavy fractions are
supposed to gather, it is necessary to have exhaust ventilation
installed. However, this is not to be recommended as the sucked-in
air draws the exhaust gases and dust from the repair shop floor in
and directs them to the zones around the head and the body of the
worker in the work passage.
During stationary work of the automobile engine, in order to
draw out the exhaust gases directly from the exhaust pipe of the
automobiles it is necessary to have hoses with nozzles, which can
be attached to the exhaust pipes. There are two variants for letting
18

- chamber drying – 60 min.
The materials used in the process of preparation for painting
contain hazardous ingredients according to the data sheets of the
manufacturers [1,2] and are in accordance with the Guidelines of
the European Community 91/155/EWG about material safety.
The amount of primer used, according to the data sheets about
safety, contains around 10 – 25 % of styrene, which is released in
the area.
According to the manufacturers’ data sheets the amount of
base coat used (filler) contains in % :
Trizinc bis / orthophosphate /
>2.5 – 10.0
Xylene /mixed with isomers/
>2.5 – 10.0
n-Butyl acetate
>2.5 – 10.0
Butilglikolacetat
>1.0 – 2.5
>2.5 – 10.0
2-Methoxy-1-Methylethylacetate
Ethylethoxypropionate
>2.5 – 10.0
In spite of the use of water-based paints in applying the
varnish-paint materials, the surfaces are degreased before this
operation. All degreasers that are used evaporate in the area and the
ones that are used have the following ingredients in %:
- Xylene /mixed with isomers/
>2.5 – 10.0
- Ethylbenzol
>1.0 – 2.5
- n-Propylbenzol
>1.0 – 2.5
- Mesitylene
>1.0 – 2.5
- 2-Methoxy-1-Methylethylacetate
>2.5 – 10.0
- Naphtha solvent /petrolium/, medium aliphatic >75.0 – 100
- Ethylethoxypropionate
>2.5 – 10.0
With these percentages it can be assumed that 100 % of the
solvent is released in the air.
The amount of these solvents forms the steam-air mixture,
which can reach an explosion hazardous concentration and thus
reach the lower boundary of ignition of such products which is
greater than 35 gr/m3. This requires the use of powerful ventilation
in these areas, and there should be no open fire operations or sparks
and spatter from molten material.
A In treating the surfaces before painting a great amount of
dust from the old paint, primer and filler is released. The equipment
used in order to reduce the dust loading in grinding has dry filters
for supplying air from above and for sucking in from below, as well

as vacuums connected, through flexible hoses, to the manual tools
which have their own dust precipitation. These appliances reduce
the degree of fire hazard in carriyng out these operations and protect
the workers thus increasing the quality of their work.
Applying the varnish-paint coating onto automobiles or their
parts is done only in the dye chambers using water-based paints.
Filter ventilation systems and the automatic block systems of the
chambers ensure separate, from the air space of the room, release
and disposal of the vapours from the ingredients making up the
applied coatings.
The process of mixing and standardizing paints, which
involves release of such evaporators, should be done in a
pressurized cabin with its own ventilation and automatic block
systems, аnd as there is also release of volatile substances from
solvents in washing the spraying pistols a special machine should
be used for that purpose.

3. Conclusion
The above specified methods and means of ensuring healthful
and safe conditions of work for those working in automobile repair
shops together with the technology of servicing and repair are also
connected with the requirements to the architects, to the ventilation
of the premises, to the power supply, the fire protection
requirements and restrictions and to the occupational safety
divisions.
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Abstract: Ground level ozone is one major secondary pollutant which is formed in the atmosphere by a variety of photochemical
reactions involving volatile organic compounds and oxides of nitrogen in the presence of sunlight. Due to their reactivity, the exhaust
emissions from heavy duty diesel engines are of particular concern and it is desirable to reduce the ozone forming potential of the exhaust
emissions by reducing the mass of exhaust emissions. This study investigates the effect of retrofitted after-treatment devices and ultra-low
sulfur diesel fuels on the ozone forming potential of exhaust emissions from heavy-duty off-road diesel engines. Specifically, the objective
was to determine the effect of two diesel particulate filters and two ultra-low sulfur diesel fuels on the ozone forming potential from the 3 test
diesel engines retrofitted with and without passive diesel particulate filters.
Keywords: HEAVY-DUTY DIESEL ENGINE EMISSIONS, OZONE FORMING POTENTIAL, AFTERTREATMENT DEVICE

NO2 + C = NO + CO
(2)
NO2 + C = ½ N2 + CO2
(3)
There are many factors that influence the OFP of emissions
from HDDE: 1) engine design, 2) fuel, 3) after-treatment device
used, 4) control system of engine, 5) engine cycle. To control the
quality of atmospheric air it is important to investigate how these
factors affect the OFP of emissions from HDDE.

1. Introduction
Once released into the atmosphere, the pollutants from HeavyDuty Diesel Engines (HDDE) are subject to dispersion and
transport and at the same time to chemical and physical
transformations into secondary pollutants. The secondary pollutants
can be at times more harmful than precursors. Ground level ozone
(O3) is one major secondary pollutant which is formed in the
atmosphere by a variety of photochemical reactions involving
volatile organic compounds (VOC) and oxides of nitrogen (NOx) in
the presence of sunlight. Due to their reactivity, the exhaust
emissions from HDDE are of particular concern and it is desirable
to reduce the ozone forming potential of the exhaust emissions by
reducing the mass of exhaust emissions. Retrofitting an engine with
after-treatment device and powering it with ultra-low sulfur diesel
(ULSD) fuel is an effective way to reduce the emissions and hence
the ozone forming potential of the emissions.

All species in the exhaust emissions do not have the same
reactivity; some of them contribute heavily while others have
almost negligible ozone impact. A study done to investigate the
effect of alkenes on reactivity of emissions indicates that alkenes
are among the most photo-chemically reactive components in
emissions from vehicles [3]. Aromatic compounds also have large
impact on ozone formation. Interestingly, most of the aromatic
compounds are inherently present in diesel exhaust emissions
irrespective of the aromatic content of the fuel or operating
condition [4]. Apart from alkenes and aromatics, aldehydes also
contribute significantly towards the ozone forming potential of
diesel exhaust [5].

HDDE exhaust contains Total Particulate Matter (TPM)
composed of elemental carbon, ash, organic fraction and sulfate
particulates; NOx, hydrocarbons and its derivatives and polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs). Once released into the atmosphere,
these pollutants are detrimental to human health and the flora and
fauna. Various regulatory bodies around the world are creating
legislation to control exhaust emissions from HDDE installed on
on-road and off-road equipment. One of the many ways to control
exhaust emissions is by the use of exhaust after-treatment devices.
The different types of after-treatment devices used in HDDE
include Diesel Oxidation Catalysts (DOCs), NOx Adsorber
Catalysts, Urea-Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) catalysts,
Diesel Particulate Filters (DPFs), Lean NOx Catalysts and PlasmaAssisted Catalysts [1]. The choice of using the appropriate aftertreatment device depends on the particular application. The two
most popular and commonly used systems among these are the DPF
and DOC. DPF is generally used when a high reduction in PM is
desired, whereas the DOC is preferred when it is more important to
reduce the soluble organic fractions (SOF) and hydrocarbons (HC).

The second objective of this study was to determine distance
specific reactivity of emissions from HDDE. This can be achieved
by multiplying the reactivity of each VOC by the emission rate of
that particular VOC. But, it is of utmost importance to select
appropriate reactivity scale before proceeding with any calculations.

2. Selection of Appropriate Reactivity Scale
Oxides of nitrogen (NOx) in the presence of oxygen forms
ozone due to a series of photochemical reactions, with NO as an
intermediate compound. The ozone formed is removed by rapid
reaction with NO, thus keeping ozone levels insignificant.
However, the presence of VOCs in the atmosphere either consumes
the intermediate NO or converts it to NO2. As such, once released
into the atmosphere, VOCs have the potential to form ozone in the
presence of NOx [6]. The effect of VOC on ozone formation can be
quantified in many different ways, but probably the most direct
quantitative measure for practical air quality impact assessments is
its "incremental reactivity”. This is defined as the amount of
additional ozone formation resulting from the addition of a small
amount of the compound to the system in which ozone is formed,
divided by the amount of the compound added [7]. Such an
approach ascertains that no changes are made in the system due to
addition of VOC. Incremental reactivity is considered as a product
of two factors called as the "kinetic" and the "mechanistic"
reactivities [8].

The first objective of this study was specifically to determine
the effect of two diesel particulate filters - Engelhard DPX™ and
Johnson Matthey CRT™, and two ULSD fuels on the ozone
forming potential (OFP) of exhaust emissions from HDDE. DPX™
is engineered to be a fully passive DPF. CRT™ is also a fully
passive DPF but the oxidation process is different. It has been
shown that NO2 is more effective in oxidizing carbon than oxygen
and oxidation can occur at low (about 300 oC to 350 oC)
temperatures without the aid of any catalyst [2]. For this reason
CRT™ first generates NO2 by catalytic oxidation of NO according
to the following reaction:

Incremental Reactivity = Kinetic Reactivity×Mechanistic
Reactivity (4)
The kinetic reactivity is the fraction of the emitted VOCs which
react

NO + ½O2 ↔ NO2
(1)
and then uses the generated NO2 to oxidize the carbon.
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Table 1: Diesel Fuel Properties [11]

Kinetic Reactivity = Fraction Reacted = VOC Reacted/ VOC
Emitted
(5)
The mechanistic reactivity is the amount of ozone formed
relative to the amount of VOCs which react
Mechanistic Reactivity = Ozone Formed / VOC Reacted
(6)
The value of incremental reactivity for a particular VOC is not
absolute; it rather depends on concentration of different gases
present in the system. Under high NOx conditions with low
VOC/NOx ratio, VOCs have the maximum value of their
incremental reactivity known as Maximum Incremental Reactivity
(MIR). Under such conditions, the ozone formation is highly
sensitive to changes in VOC concentration. On the other hand,
under low NOx conditions the ozone formation is primarily
controlled by atmospheric NOx. In such circumstances, Maximum
Ozone Reactivity (MOR) provides a better estimation of the impact
of VOC on ozone formation. In this study MIR scale developed by
Carter [9] was used to determine OFP of emissions from HDDE.
This MIR scale was used namely because compared to other
reactivity scales and models, extensive experimental, theoretical
and computational work has been done in creating this scale and
this scale contains MIR values for the maximum number of VOCs.

Diesel Fuel Property
Sulfur, ppm

CARB

DF1

DF2

114.5

4.1

12.7

51.4

65.3

51.9

Cetane Number
SFC Aromatics
Total, mass %

16.1

7.7

17.5

PNA, mass %

3.78

1.68

4.07

20.0

8.9

18.1

FIA Aromatics
Aromatics, vol. %
Olefins, vol. %

1.7

1.7

1.6

Saturates, vol. %

78.3

89.4

80.3

Net, BTU/lb

19,626

19,964

19,720

Gross, BTU/lb

18,383

18,649

18,468

Carbon, mass %

85.85

86.01

85.82

Hydrogen, mass %

13.63

14.42

13.72

0.52

<0.01

0.46

Heat of Combustion

Elemental Analysis

3. Experimental Equipment and Procedure

Oxygen, mass %

The testing was done on 3 diesel engines retrofitted with and
without passive catalyzed particulate filters. The engines were
tested on Transportable Chassis Dynamometer and a sampling
system was used to get data of organic compounds, inorganic
compounds, individual elements, and particulate matter. The diesel
engines were tested with the original exhaust system and
subsequently fitted with DPFs: Johnson Matthey (CRT™) and
Engelhard (DPX™), Fig. 1. Engines with after-treatment devices
were tested on back-to-back cycles with single sets of media filter
to ensure an adequate amount of particulate matter was collected
during testing.

API Gravity
Density, g/ml @ 15°C

36.0

42.5

39.2

0.8437

0.8120

0.8286

3.1 Test Fuels
Diesel engines were tested using a representative certified
California Air Resources Board diesel fuel, named (CARB) and two
ultra-low sulfur diesel fuels named (DF1 and DF2). These fuels
enabled the retrofit and operation of after-treatment devices. The
original DF1 formulation had 4.1 ppm (parts per million) sulfur,
8.9% aromatics by volume, and a cetane number of 65.3.
The high cetane and low aromatic levels have a negligible effect
on DPF regeneration and conversion efficiency [10]. A second
generation ULSD fuel named DF2 was formulated, recognizing that
the sulfur content is the primary fuel property that must be
controlled to enable the use of a catalyzed DPF. Like DF1, DF2 had
a maximum sulfur content of 15 ppm but had aromatic and cetane
levels that are more typical of today’s diesel fuels. Some of the
properties of the test fuels used are listed in Table 1.

Fig. 1 Engelhard DPX™ retrofitted test engine
.

The resulting distance specific mass emissions milligrams per
mile (mg/mi) were obtained by simply dividing the integrated mass
by the total distance “traveled” for that test:
VOC = VOCmass / Distance

(7)

To perform a comparison of the distance specific OFP for each
combination, the MIR for each compound was multiplied by the
emission rate of that compound. The summation of these products
gave the distance specific OFP for a particular fuel exhaust aftertreatment device combination.
[(mgCompound) (MIR)]
(8)
mgoz /mi =

Since this study focused on the OFP of the None Methane
Hydrocarbons (NMHC) and carbonyls, the collection and analysis
methods of only these compounds were applied. All measurements
were done in accordance with procedures outlined in US
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Title 40 Part 86 Subpart N where applicable [6].
Detailed description of sampling train and procedures is available
elsewhere [10, 11, 12]. Fig.1 represents testing setup for engine
equipped with Engelhard particulate filter.

∑

Where, mgoz is mass (in milligrams) of ozone, and mgCompound
is the mass of VOC or carbonyl (in milligrams).
In addition to distance specific OFP, mass specific OFP (mg of
ozone/mg of VOC) was also calculated for VOCs to investigate the
effect of various after-treatment devices and fuels on the profile of
diesel exhaust emissions. This was done by dividing distance
specific OFP by distance specific emissions.

3.2 Data Collection Overview
During the engine emissions testing, at least three runs were
performed for each test sequence, to ensure repeatable results,
collecting the constituents for each sampling train. For calculation
purpose, the hours of test runs were converted into distance based
on test cycle depicting “real world vehicle cycle“ for typical City
Suburban Heavy Vehicle Route (CSHVR).

mgoz /mgVOC = (mgoz /mi) / (mg
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VOC

/mi)

(9)

It should be noted that since limited number of engines were
tested during the study, any inferences about average emission
factors representing the performance of a particular fuel or aftertreatment device would be inappropriate. Having said that, this
study gives some idea about the effect of fuel and after-treatment
device on ozone forming potential. Exhaust emissions strongly
depend on the combustion chemistry, and how the organic
compounds oxidize in an after-treatment device. Any detailed
discussion and investigation of the chemistry that governs the
composition of exhaust emissions was out of scope of this study.

Where, mgoz is mass (in milligrams) of ozone, and mgVOC is the
mass of volatile hydrocarbons (in miligrams).

4. Summary of Results
In the following summary, the distance specific emissions OFP are
mentioned simply as emissions and OFP and reported in mg/mile
and mgoz/mile respectively. The term “total emissions” imply sum
of VOC emissions and carbonyl emissions. Similarly, the term
“total OFP” imply sum of VOC OFP and carbonyl OFP. The use of
phrases such as “CARB”, “DF1”, “DF2”, imply use of respective
fuel. Similarly, the use of phrases such as “DPX” and “CRT”, imply
that the engine was retrofitted with the respective after-treatment
device, or “None” for not-retrofitted with such. Summary of diesel
engine types, and summarized total emissions are represented in
Table 2. Total emission reduction percentages mg/mi and mgoz/mi
was calculated relative to the total baseline fuel CARB’s emissions
measured on engine without after-treatment device.

5. Conclusion
The objective of this study was to determine the effect of ULSD
fuels and after-treatment devices on the ozone forming potential of
heavy-duty diesel engines. The following may be concluded:
1. With identical DPF retrofitted on the engines, one of the
ULSD fuel (DF1) performed better than the other DF2 by
creating 15% to 22% less ozone impact.
2. Without any DPF retrofitted on the engine, the ozone
impact of exhaust emission from the engine running on
ULSD fuels was similar to that of baseline certification
fuel (CARB).
3. Engines fueled by ULSD fuels and retrofitted with a DPF
reduced the VOC emissions and VOC Ozone Forming
Potential by up to 80% and 90% respectively as compared
to the baseline.
4. Due to significant reduction in VOCs and carbonyls in the
exhaust emissions from HDDE by the use of ULSD fuel
and DPF, the total emissions and total OFP were reduced
to less than 10% of baseline.
5. VOC emissions from vehicles retrofitted with a DPF and
running on ULSD fuel had 20% to 40% less mass-specific
VOC OFP as compared to the baseline.
6. The study showed that without any after-treatment device,
the reactivity of emissions from engines running on ultralow sulfur diesel fuels was similar to baseline engines,
which were operating on CARB certified diesel fuel
containing 114.5 parts per million sulfur (ppm S). When
the engine was equipped with and operated on ULSD
fuel, the ozone forming potential was reduced by
approximately 95%. Reductions of up to 40% were
observed on a mass-specific basis that is in terms of mass
of ozone per mass of VOCs.
In summary, retrofitting heavy duty off-road diesel engine with
a diesel particulate filter and running on an ultra-low-sulfur fuel
significantly reduced volatile organic compound emissions, massspecific volatile organic compounds and total ozone forming
potentials of emissions per hours run or miles of distance.

Table 2: Summarized VOC and Carbonyl Emissions, and Total OFP test
results.
Engine Model Navistar 530E, 8.7 liter, 6 cylinder, 275 horse
power, 5 speed transmission
Emissions Type
and %Reduction

CARB
+ None

DF1
+None

DF1+
DPX

DF2 +
None

DF2+
DPX

VOC mg/mi

71.26

55.36

10.98

71.02

15.53

Carbonyl mg/mi

66.91

73.36

0.34

83.67

0.38

Total mg/mi

138.17

128.72

11.32

154.69

15.91

Total OFP
mgoz/mi
% Reduction
mg/mi
OFP% Reduction

923.79

891.57

43.95

921.05

55.77

6.8

91.8

-12

99.89

3.5

95.2

0.3

99.94

mgoz/mi
Engine Model Detroit Diesel Series 60, 12.7 liter, 6 cylinder, 470
horse power, 10 speed transmission
Emissions Type
and %Reduction

CARB
+ None

DF2
+None

DF1+
CRT

DF2+
CRT

DF2+
DPX

VOC mg/mi

63.95

79.60

24.86

34.47

35.94

Carbonyl mg/mi

72.55

88.45

0.22

0.73

0.32

Total mg/mi

135.50

168.05

25.08

35.20

36.26

Total OFP
mgoz/mi

970.48

126.09

111.07

138.00

140.00

%Reduction
mg/mi

-2.4

81.5

74

73.2

OFP% Reduction

87

98.90

85.8

85.6
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Engine Model Detroit Diesel Series 50, 8.5 liter, 4 cylinder, 275
horse power, 5 speed transmission
Emissions Type
and %Reduction

CARB
+ None

DF1
+None

DF2

+

DF1+
CRT

DF2+
CRT

None
VOC mg/mi

44.53

28.97

37.14

7.63

8.79

Carbonyl mg/mi

45.61

22.62

27.58

0.22

0.40

Total mg/mi

90.14

51.59

64.72

7.85

9.20

Total OFP
mgoz/mi

587.75

403.61

416.95

33.86

39.29

%Reduction
mg/mi

42.8

28.2

91.3

89.8

OFP% Reduction

31.3

29.1

94.2

93.3
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A GENERALIZED MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF OPTIMIZING INTERMODAL
SUPPLY SYSTEM OF EXPORT CITRUS FRUITS TO INTERNATIONAL MARKETS
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Abstract: The citrus fruits export supply system is a complex micro-logistics international transport logistical system. It pertains to
intermodal transport supply chain of exported products. The central link in the chain is a regional agricultural logistic center, where the
products are processing and preparing for shipping. The agricultural center is distinguished by a multitude of possible ties with suppliers
and buyers, and as far as possible it is located in their geographic center.
The goal of the logistic system as a complex structure, is to create an optimally functioning logistic system and develop a scientifictechnical methodology of development on the basis of principles of intermodality, international marketing and supply chain management in
the conditions of an indeterminate impact of external factors.. In accordance with the developed optimization procedures, there have been
optimized the parameters and and selected the values of studying parameters at a level of probabi8lity belief.
KEY WORDS: INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM OF CITRUS FRUITS SUPPLY; AGRICULTURAL LOGISTIC CENTER; TRANSPORT SYSTEM
OPTIMIZATION .
trannportations on route “the agricultural center – railway-maritime
(ferry) transportations - destination station – an optimization
mathematical model of motor vehicle transportation systems”; an
optimization mathematical model of terminal-type transportation
complexes (sender ports – destination ports and destination
terminals) with a multistage transportation (downstream), in the
way of global supply chains. The price setting processes in the
logistical chains have been optimizaed with the use of international
supply basic terms and conditions of «Incoterms 2010» - EXW,
FOB. FCA, DDP, DAT and DAP [1].
For developing a mathematical model, we introduce the
following designations: the citrus producer farming enterprise –

1.Introduction
The citrus fruits export supply system is a complex micrologistics international transport logistical system. It pertains to
intermodal transport supply chain of exported products. The central
link in the chain is a regional agricultural logistic center (focusing
company), where the products are processing and preparing for
shipping. The agricultural center it is located in the center with a
multitude of possible ties with suppliers and buyers.
In a supply system, the material flow is directed from the
left (upstream: procurements – raw material zone – agrarian
enterprises) to the right (downstream: supply sphere). An ultimate
consumer (an international market) can order the products. Then the
whole system is set in motion.
An organizational mechanism of intermodal supply
system illustrates interaction of global supply chain of exported
cargo (agrarian enterprises, motor vehicles, agricultural center,
sender port, railway and maritime transport, ferry line, destination
port, distribution center (terminal), destination station).

(k ∈ K )

; peripheral pick-up and production sections –

; regional agricultural logistic center -

( j1 ∈ G1 ) ;

process area warehouse -

( j 2 ∈ G2 )

( j ∈ n)

(i ∈ m)

; citrus pick-up and

sorted citrus temporary cooling

; package and material store –

( j3 ∈ G3 ) ; conservation process area - ( j 4 ∈ G4 ) ; packing
2. Preconditions and means for resolving the problemand consolidation store ; ( j ∈ G ) ; finished products delivery
5

and railway freight line

The goal of the logistic system as a complex structure, is
to create an optimally functioning logistic system and develop a
scientific-technical methodology of development on the basis of
principles of intermodality, international marketing and supply
chain management in the conditions of an indeterminate impact of
external factors. Based on that, there has been choosen the type of
an optimization model of this system, which envisages planning of
transport processes in addition to production and storage processes.
As a general model, there have been chosen a combined model of
supply chains strategic management. It comprises: the optimization
models of raw material zone location and motor transportation
(upstream on route “farming enterprises - agricultural logistics
center»); the economic-mathematical optimization models
(production areas) of refrigerated warehouses and technological
sites of the agricultural center; an optimization mathematical model
of
classical
intermodal
railway-motor
vehicle-maritime

-

(µ ∈ ξ ) ;

( j8 ∈ G8 ) ; motor vehicle transport stock

railway rolling stock -

(i1 ∈ θ ) ; sorted

( µ1 ∈ ξ1 )

; finished products

( j 6 ∈ G6 ) ;

collected citrus varieties -

citrus varieties -

(i2 ∈ I 2 ) ; sorts of the off-test

temporary store -

citrus raw materials –
materials -

5

(i3 ∈ I 3 ) ; sorts of the conserved citrus

(i4 ∈ I 4 ) ;

raw

young planting and packeting devices -

( p ∈ P ) ; types of the used cargo containers (δ ∈ ∆) ; types of the
high-tonnage (20′ and 40′) multipurpose containers -

(ε ∈ ε ) .

For evaluating efficiency of processes occuring in supply
logistical subsystems and selecting the optimal version from several
alternative ones, there has been developed the system of the
combined use of optimality criteria, which brings together the
24

4.

A optimization and planning mathematical model of a
transport subsystem of rail packaging transportations;
5. An optimization mathematical model of citru export supplies
by motor transportation on route « destination terminal –
destination station ».
Based on the optimization criteria, there have been
developed formalization of mathematical models, studied
parameters and developed the optimization algorithm flowcharts. In
accordance with the developed optimization procedures, the
optimization parameters and the value of studying parameter have

maximum of the combination of purely discounted revenues,
profitability index and internal rate of return (max SDS

SI ≥ 1 ; SSN

ML

≥E

ML

≥0

;

in

).
Based on the selected optimization criteria and logic of
material flow direction, there has been developed a generalized
mathematical model of by taking into account the restrictions and
conditions as follows : 1. The balance conditions between the citrus
production and demand in the agricultural center ; 2. Conditions of
meeting the demand for the finished products ; 3. Conditions for
balancing of practical capacity of tying-up berths ; 4. Conditions of
using transport rolling stock ; 5. Conditions of using young planting
and packeting devices ; 6. Conditions of integrality and positivity of
variables [2].
There have been developed the optimization logarithm of logistics
chains schemes on the international commodity markets and service
charge by using Incoterms-2010 terminology, which imply the
interaction scheme of intermodal transportation supplies of export
citrus fruits in the following form : dominant enterprise (EXW) –
rail transportation (FCA) – port of transit ; an intermodal operator
(FCA/FOB) – sea (ferry) transportation – port of destination - rail
transportation (CFR/CIF) – rail delivery – destination terminal (DAT)
– motor vehicle transport – consignee, destination station (DDP/DAP).
There also have been carried out structural-functional studies of
logistical, regional logistical and supply systems, and developed the
methodological bases for mathematical modeling of intermodal
supplies of export citrus fruits to international markets. By taking
into account a functional volume of Eastern Europe commodity
markets, basic supply conditions Incoterms-2010 and the functions
of management intermodal operator, there have been developed the
scheme for forming supply chains of Georgian export products to
Eastern Europe commodity markets and export prices. Also, the
functional scheme of the nodel complex for problems solving has
been developed.
On the basis of export products supply intermodal system
and optimization methods, there have been developed the
methodological foundations for conntructing a simulation model of
this system management, and its logic and outline flowcharts have
been developed as well [3].
The system studies of the supply intermodal systems have
ben carried out on the basis of the parameter systematization and
classification, and its structural parameter model has been
constructed and the outline flowchart has been offered in the
expression «inlet-process-outlet». The input and output parameters
as well as functional parameters of the developed market logistical
sub-systems have been classified. A summary table of the technical
and economic parameters has been also developed.
Intermodal supply systems of subtropical export cultures
have been decomposed into the following subsystems :
1. Optimization of citrus fruits motor transportation on route
«farming enterprises- agrarian logistics center»;
2. Optimization of structural-functional and technical equipment
of regional agrarian logistics centers;
3. An optimization mathematical model of a transport subsystem
of intermodal supply chain of export citrus fruits to
international markets ;

been identified at a reliable probality level

P = 0,95 .

3. Conclusion
1.

2.

3.

The citrus fruits export supply system is a complex micrologistics international transport logistical system. It pertains to
intermodal transport supply chain of exported products. The
central link in the chain is a regional agricultural logistic center
(focusing company) with a plurality of connections with
suppliers (upstream) and consumers (downstream).
The goal of the logistic system studies as a complex structure,
is to create an optimally functioning
logistic system and
develop a scientific-technical methodology of development on
the basis of principles of intermodality, international marketing
and supply chain management in the conditions of an
indeterminate impact of external factors.
As a general model of intermodal supply system optimization
in the conditions of an indeterminate impact of external
factors, it is expedient to choose a combined model of supply
chains strategic management, which implies planning of
transportation processes and production and storage processes
simultaneously, but as as an optimality criterion, there must be
used a combined system of criteria using, which brings
together the maximum of the combination of purely discounted
revenues, profitability index and internal rate of return.
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influence the quality of carriage of travelers, their prices and the
vehicle use schedule.
The mentioned model represents an organizational system,
the elements of which are the joint owner participants of a
transportation company, which are directly engaged in carriage of
travelers. Among them are the travel companies (tour operators and
travel agents) and transporters. During creation of organization,
several travel companies or transporters consolidate their capital for
formation of a common tourist transportation fleet. In addition to
money resources, a capital can involve other basic capital funds and
transport facilities, which are used in carriage process of travelers.
The transporters may not participate in co-ownership [2].

1.Introduction
In regional market of tourist transport services, it is
necessary to find new forms of relationships between the market
entities, since the currently existing forms are characterized by
many negative aspects, and in modern economic conditions they are
inadequately effective. When reviewing the organizational models
existing in international market of tourist transport services, and as
a result of carrying out research works, it has been established that
at a regional level that it is expedient to find such a form of
relationships between the market entities as consolidation of travel
companies and transporters (having specialist vehicles). Such form
of consolidation allows for resolving numerous problems arising
during the travel catering process, as well as enables travel
companies to be more efficient, reduce the number of intermediaries
between the market entities, minimize costs and improve the quality
of transport services.
This form (organization of collective ownership of tourist
transport) implies creation of a common resource base for
transportation of tourists. The participants of collective ownership
are the travel companies, which are interested in collective use of
tourist transport facilities. The tourist transport facilities, which
have been purchased for consolidated funding resources can be
distributed among the organization participants on the basis of
“timeshare” mechanism, which is quite common in Europe. The
“timeshare” means ownership of immovable property for a
specified period of year. In this case, the property item is not an
immovable property, but transport facilities [1].
The transportation fleet is distributed among the
organization participants in accordance with their needs or
according to the number of timeshare-certificates. The travel
companies teamed together within the organization and making
contributions, receive a timeshare-certificate, which gives them the
right to use the tourist transport facilities for a certified period of
year. The timeshare-certificate can be freely transferred to the
organization participants. In case of shortage, the organization shall
purchase transport facilities additionally.
The optimal name of an organizational model of this type
is “Tourist Transport Operator”. Currently, there is no considerable
experience in creation of this type of organization in Georgia, but
the modern market conditions allows for creating favorable
conditions for collective ownership. They have a very high potential
and should be the subject of detailed study.
If the tourist transport facilities are owned collectively, the
small-size travel companies and their employees are then able to

2. Preconditions and means for resolving the problem
Tourist Transport Operator can be headed by a Director,
who is elected among the participants by a majority votes. He/she
exercises control of organization management, adopts the vehicles
distribution schedule among the participants.
The representatives of participated companies periodically
invited to the Council solve the main organizational issues and
determine the development strategy. During this meeting, there is
also determined the staffing position of the organization.
The basic capital funds of Tourist Transport Operator may
involve transport facilities, and equipment and accessories required
for their maintenance and storage. The founders of this Operator are
mandated to choose independently the organizational-legal form of
the association, but the most optimal form among the existing ones
should be “Consumer Cooperative” (Consumer Cooperative is an
association of legal entities and citizens aimed at the satisfaction of
material and other needs of its participants, which is executed
through the asset and equity contributions of its members).
Using this method for formation of a tourist transportation
fleet, the co-owners get the benefits as follows:
1) Cost share contributions of each co-owner for the
maintenance of transport facilities and personnel go
down;
2) The property tax for each co-owner reduces;
3) Each participant has a right to make use of transport
facilities operatively;
4) Service quality improvement and price-cutting are worked
on continuously;
5) Independence of travel companies (transporters have not
the right to lay down their conditions to travel
companies).
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The advantage of this variant consists also in fact that coownership may involve the travel companies of any size and any
patterns of ownership. The representative meeting of collective
ownership determines a long-term development strategy of
transportation fleet, pricing policy and solves other pressing issues.
It can be said that tourist transport co-ownership, in the
form of Tourist Transport Operator, is not less effective than other
forms. Furthermore, a consolidation capital might provide
incentives for production of domestic tourist transport facilities, the
transport service quality is improved and besides the travel
companies existing in co-ownership can perform independently
optimization of service tariffs.
However, it should be also noted that based upon
peculiarities of collective ownership, effective operation of such
organizations is possible only under conditions of well-formed
stable market of tourist transport services. At earlier stages of
market development, formation of such organizations may be
negatively influenced by the following factors: economic instability,
low credence to other market participants, imperfection of the
legislative base regulating carriage of travelers, lack access to the
big capital. SWOT analysis of the use of tourist transport facilities
existing in collective ownership is shown in Table 1 [3].
Other variants of relations between travel and transport
companies are also possible. On a contractual basis, travel
companies can purchase transport facilities and transfer them to
transport companies with the right to use them.
For their part, transporters are obliged:
To maintain transport facilities transferred to them;
To introduce personnel required for carriage of travelers
to travel company in accordance with the request at a
specifically indicated time;
To carry out repairs and maintenance of transport
facilities.
This variant of relations between travel and transport
companies is an effective tool for improving tourist service quality
and reducing the costs.
In the global economy, there exists such an effective model
of interrelations as Pool, which is based on a free lease of a
transport company and tourist transport services in all Europe.
As one of the organizational models, we should consider a
continuous or temporary cooperation of transport companies and
hotels. Figure 1 illustrates the scheme of such cooperation.

Such cooperation can involve travel companies as well,
which will be able to be served by transport company at a relatively
low prices.

3. Conclusion
The Pool running time is determined in a Contract, which is
signed by the parties at the time of their aggregation in it. The Pool
aims to reduce the costs of tourist services. SWOT analysis of
cooperation between hotels and transport companies is shown in
Table 2 [4].
Table 1.
SWOT analysis of collectively owned tourist transport
facilities
-

Strengths
Drastic cuts in expenses for
maintenance, purchase and
repairs of transport facilities;
Sufficiently high operational
efficiency of using transport
facilities;
Reassignment of a large part
of responsibilities from travel
companies to the association;
Raising the level of
competition on the market of
tourist transport services;
The reduction of transport
companies service prices
Opportunities
Providing a high level of
transport safety;
Identification of weaknesses
and prevention of potential
threats through proper
management and transparent
partnership relations

Weaknesses
- Creation of collective
ownership is associated with
high financial, labor and
time costs.

-

Threats
There is possibility of the
conflict between coowners in case of
simultaneous use of
transport facilities.

Table 2.
SWOT analysis of cooperation between hotels and
transport companies
Transport company

Strengths
- Reduction of costs for carriage
of travelers;
- Efficient operation of transport
facilities;
- Increasing the volume of sales
of services (carriage of
travelers) by transporters;
- Enhancing the tourist vehicles
purchasing capacities.
Opportunities
- Reducing the risks of Poolparticipant parties;
- Control of transport safety by
other participants of Pool;
- Purchase of modern, safe and
comfortable transport facilities.

Hotel

Travel company

Fig1. Pool of transport companies and hotels
Cooperation of transport companies and hotels is based on
the following aspects of the activities:
Purchasing new specialist vehicles by cross-redistribution
of costs;
Purchasing the used, but relatively new tourist transport
facilities;
Using the leased financial mechanism;
Transport companies offer transport facilities to lodging
establishments at relatively low prices.
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Weaknesses
- Relaxation of control of
transport companies and,
consequently, of using
transport facilities for other
purposes.

Threats
- Unfairness of participants.
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Abstract: Energy efficient improvement and bringing to conformity with long-term environmental safety requirements are considered as an
important stage to improve ship engines. The values of the mentioned characteristics are mostly determined by the type of consumed fuel and
organization of operational process that in turn conditions the intensity of the process of combustion and heat release in the cylinder. And these
parameters are the determined factors in the view of improving the technical and economic performance of diesel engines. From this point of
view, at this stage conversion some types from the ship diesel engine cycle into the gas diesel engine cycle.
The paper aims to determine the heat release characteristics on the basis of theoretical and experimental analysis of ship engine performance
when implementing the operational process of both diesel engine and gas diesel engine cycles. The given paper dwells on comparative
characteristic and efficiency analysis of diesel engine and gas diesel engine cycles, on the basis of experimental modeling.
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1.Introduction

2. Preconditions and means for resolving the problem

Energy efficient improvement and bringing to conformity with longterm environmental safety requirements are considered as an
important stage to improve the modern ship engines. The values of the
mentioned characteristics are mostly determined by the type of
consumed fuel and organization of operational process that in turn
conditions the intensity of the process of combustion and heat release
in the cylinder. And these parameters are the determined factors in the
view of improving the technical and economic performance of diesel
engines. From this point of view, at this stage, conversion of some
types from the ship diesel engine cycle into the gas diesel engine
cycle.
Gas diesel engine is an engine running on two types of fuel,
on which, in contrast to the basic diesel type, there is mounted the
additional equipment in the form of gas-fitting. Such engines operate
in a diesel cycle without any engineering renovations, but they cannot
run on a gas fuel. During the process of charging in the mentioned
engines, there is supplied into the cylinder the gas-air mixture, which
undergoes compression. Ignition of mixture, in other words the
creation of the combustion sites is carried out at the end of
compression by a diesel fuel injected into the cylinder, which in ship
engines, when operating on diesel cycle, makes up 5-10% of
consumed fuel.
The paper aims to determine the heat release characteristics
on the basis of theoretical and experimental analysis of ship engine
performance when implementing the operational process of both
diesel engine and gas diesel engine cycles. The given paper dwells on
comparative characteristic and efficiency analysis of diesel engine and
gas diesel engine cycles, on the basis of experimental modeling.

Diesel engine and gas diesel engine performance indicators
depend significantly on the improvement of combustion process in the
cylinder. The combustion process occurring in the engine cylinder
involves very complex physical and chemical phenomena, due to
which it improvement is associated with a number of difficulties,
though the great experience from the experimental studies of the
combustion process allows for judging correctly the nature of process
behavior by the indicator-diagram shape, since it is well-known what
must be the indicator-diagram shape, when the engine generates
maximum power and fuel efficiency. In addition to the experimental
indicator-diagram, for analysis of the combustion process there are
also widely used the mathematical methods, which are based on the
values obtained as a result of solving the equation of a temperature
curve.
The combustion process in diesel and gas diesel engines can
be broken down into four phases or periods: spontaneous combustion
prevention period (induction period); constant pressure combustion
(delayed combustion) and after-combustion.
Fig.1 illustrates the
process indicator-diagram in the p – φ coordinates.
By the end of the compression process, when the piston is
about to reach the upper dead center, fuel injection is started. This
means that the first phase begins when lifting up the injector valve
(point 1) and lasts until completion of fuel injection (point 2). During
this period, the fuel injected into the cylinder is contacted with the air
heated from compression (air and methane mixture in gas diesel
engine) and undergoing physical and chemical changes. Physical
change is manifested in the fuel evaporation, but chemical one – in
fact that the fuel component carbohydrates are oxidized by aerial
oxygen and unstable compounds are formed. This means that in the
first phase, the fuel injected into the cylinder is preparing for
combustion.
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But after reaching a certain ratio, the first peak may be
eliminated completely.
In order to implement the mentioned work process, it is
necessary to determine the compulsory manipulated variables as
follows: the value of fuel cyclic delivery; liquid fuel injection
advanced angle; the quality of air and natural gas homogenization, etc.
Also, it is possible to consider the engine formation by inflation.
As an on object of studying the diesel engine and gas diesel
engine work process characteristics, there have been taken the fourcylinder diesel engine 1.7 DTL with dimensions 82,5/79,5, as well as
its gas diesel analog. Study and assessment of characteristics were
carried out on the basis of comparative analysis of mathematical
modeling of the experimental indicator-diagram and combustion
process.
The initial data used during simulation of gas diesel and diesel
engines envisage the following items:
Engine design features; number and stroke capacity of
cylinders; stroke of piston and cylinder diameter; the
effective cross section of the valves; compression
quality; valve timing and dimensions of heat collecting
surfaces.
Boundary
conditions:
piston
bottom
surface,
temperatures of the walls of inlet and outlet pipes, and of
the plates of inlet and outlet valves.
Computation conditions determining parameters:
integration step; number of computation cycles;
crankshaft rotation angle by the beginning of
computation; exit-from-computation conditions.
Operating regime determining parameters: fuel injection
advance angle; number of crankshaft revolutions; excess
air factor; cyclic air delivery; cyclic fuel delivery.
Thermal and physical characteristics of working medium:
environmental parameters; fuel composition and lowest
combustion heat; temperature dependence of air-and-fuel
mixture heating capacity.
The experimental test-bench is equipped with the engine
behavior parameters – oil pressure, temperature of oil and cooling
liquid; the number of crankshaft revolutions – with the controlling
systems. The liquid fuel igniter dose rate was determined by
weighting method, but the fuel gas consumption was measured in an
altitude test chamber by using volumetric measurer, with allowance
for pressure and temperature. With purpose of studying processes
occurring in a cylinder, the indication works have been carried out by
the pore-developed procedure, and Picture 2 illustrates the advanced
indicating-diagram in cases of both diesel cycle and gas diesel cycle.
Analysis of the indicating-diagrams has shown that the cycle
maximum pressure (Pmax) and temperature (Tmax) have been achieved
in diesel engines earlier, than in gas diesel engines, and their values
are also different significantly. In addition, the combustion process
changes into the expansion process that is more apparent in case of
cyclic operation of gas diesel engine, although in accordance with the
indicating-diagram we can conclude that gas diesel engine, in
comparison with diesel engine, is characterized by lower rigidity (dP /
dφ).
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Fig.1. Diesel engine combustion process pressure and
temperature variation diagram.
The second phase is a period of demonstrative injection of
fuel, in other words, rapid combustion begins from the point (2) and
ends at the point (3). Most of fuel injected in the first phase and that
part of fuel, which is injected in a current phase, are burned during
this phase. The process is characterized by a sharp rise of pressure
and approached to the isochoric combustion process.
During this period, the rate of pressure rise depends on the
first phase’s value. The longer is this period, the more fuel is
accumulated in the cylinder by the beginning of combustion, and
accordingly, the more fuel will be burned during the second period.
Hence it is clear that the longer the period of delayed combustion is,
the sharper is pressure rise, but excessive pressure rise causes the
engine to rough run.
The third phase – the delayed combustion period, begins from
the point (3) and ends at the point (4). This period is characterized by
a delayed rise of pressure that is caused by fact that in this phase,
combustion process is occurred in the conditions of significant rise of
volume, at almost constant pressure.
The fourth phase – after-combustion period, lasts after the pint
(4), shifts to an expansion phase and ends at the point (5). At the point
(4), pressure of gases in the cylinder reaches the maximum, the gases
start to expand and pressure sharply goes down. A part of fuel
previously injected into the cylinder is continuing to burn in the
combustion process.
If we analyze the above mentioned considerations, then we
shall see that the spontaneous combustion prevention period has great
influence on diesel engine running that, of course, depends on the
beginning of fuel injection, and, in fact, is a different process in case
of a gas diesel engine. Investigations have shown that the dose of
igniter of fuel injected into the cylinder, mixture-formation process
and the fuel injection advance angle have great influence on a gas
diesel engine characteristics. As a rule, gas diesel engine cycle is
characterized by two peaks of heat liberation, first one of which
corresponds with the combustion process of a liquid fuel igniter dose,
but another peak corresponds with gaseous fuel combustion. When
possible, reduction of a liquid fuel dose and increasing gaseous fuel
dose result in first peak drain and second peak magnification.
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The equation (1) appropriate to a maximum temperature point
in a cylinder is written down in the following form:
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Analysis of performed calculations has shown that the
available factor of the released heat at the points characterizing the
indicating-diagram in gas diesel engine is lower comparatively to a
base diesel engine. Similarly, a maximum pressure in a cylinder is
low, as well as the rated power, highlighting the need to improve this
process. Rom this point of view, the problem can be solved on the
basis theoretical and experimental studies by determining the
regulating parameters as follows: cyclic fuel delivery; liquid fuel
injection equilibrium angle; air and gas fuel mixture homogenicity,
etc.
The implementation of the mentioned activities is possible by
using novel fuel-injection equipment, or it is possible to consider the
timing performance by blowdown.
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3. Conclusion

where, ∆𝑈 – a charge internal energy variation, but, ∫ 𝑃𝑑𝑉 – a charge
operation, 𝑈𝑥 - a charge internal energy at a considering moment, but
𝑈0 – is the same one by the beginning of combustion, 𝑉0 – is a charge
volume by the beginning of combustion, but 𝑉𝑥 – is a volume at a
considering moment.
With the purpose of improving the calculation process and
obtaining a real picture, there have been considered four sections at
the diagram (the sections between the charactizing points, Pic. 1):
1. ξ = 0 – is a section of the combustion process curve from
a separation point of the compression process curve to a
top dead center;
2. A section from a top dead center until reaching a
maximum pressure (Pmax) in a cylinder;
3. A section from a maximum pressure point to the
appropriate maximum temperature (Tmax) point;
4. A section from the appropriate maximum temperature
(Tmax) point before starting the valve opening (b point).
The equation (1) appropriate to a maximum pressure point in a
cylinder is written down in the following form:
𝜀𝑧

, 𝜀г =

The values of the coefficients characterizing the active heat
release process, which have been obtained as a result of calculations
are shown in Table 1.
Table 1.
Type of
Separation
Point
Point
Point b
engine
point
𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥
Diesel
0
0,68
0,75
0,966
Gas diesel
0
0,61
0,712
0,918
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capacity within a specified temperature interval.
At the moment of starting the release process in a cylinder
(point 1), the equation (1) is written down in the following form:
𝑈𝑏 − 𝑈𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑃𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∙ 𝑈𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑃𝑏 𝑉𝑏
+
𝜉𝑏 = 𝜉𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 +
(𝑛𝑧 − 1)𝑄𝑐
𝑄𝑐

The purpose of the study is to determine heat release
characteristics and comparative analysis of operating process in case
of gas and gas diesel cycles. It is well-known that according to the
combustion process characterizing equations and the indicatingdiagram data, it is possible to determine with specified degree of
accuracy the active heat release coefficient in a cylinder, which
implies the relation of internal energy and thermal energy (Q)
consumed for the performance of work to the overall amount of
released heat (Qc) during one cycle of fuel combustion in a cylinder
𝜉 = 𝑄/𝑄𝑐 .
The equation for calculation of heat release coefficient is
mainly based on the first law of thermodynamics and generally is
written down in the following form:
(1)

.

𝑃𝑐

where, 𝑈𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑃𝑇 𝑉𝑇

Fig.2 The advanced indicating-diagram
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Annotation. This article reviews the question related to the determination of a carriage duty in the multimodal transportation system.
In the following calculations there was given the comparison between the methodic of Rail – Tariff and United Transit Tariff (UTT). In terms
of the research, through shoulder scheme of carriage duty based on the supranational currency EuroNur protected by certificate of the
authorship is proposed.
Key words: route, intermodal transportations, carriage duty, scheme with a tariff change, through shoulder scheme, tenge, sum,
Euro, Swiss franc, EuroNur, freight container, tariff, software packages Rail-Tariff, Rail-Atlas, United Transit Tariff (UTT).
Tariffs – system of taxes, according to which the payment is
taken for transportation services. Tariffs form financial gains of
transport and moreover, they are transportation expenses of a
consumer. Railway transport is a multifunctional field of
production: it creates not only the main transportation output –
carriages, but also has developed system of auxiliary
manufacturing. Such a production is created for both railway
systems’ needs and for realization of transport output for external
consumers. Above all these are transportation tariffs, intro
productive prices and free market prices. Nowadays, two methods
of carriage duty determination have the widest application: method
of a change tariff and method of through shoulder. The main point
of the tariff change is that carriage duty is evaluated from the
departure station to the frontier station. Main disadvantage of
calculation of a carriage duty with a tariff change is its low
economic efficiency. During the transition to the railways of
another country the distance is resettled and the carriage duty is
evaluated in the national currency of another country.
In the following work through shoulder calculations method
is put forward. General principles of the through shoulder scheme is
that the distance is not resettled on the frontier stations, but is

calculated as the whole route from the departure station to the
station of the destination. In the article is suggested to evaluate
carriage duty using the through shoulder scheme. Moreover the
authors of an article propose to calculate carriage duty in the
boarders of Customs Union using the supranational currency
EuroNur. Supranational currency EuroNur is protected by the
authorship certificate and is recommended for implementation in
the determination of carriage duty on the freight transportation in
the intermodal communications.
The main principle of transportation logistics, as well as
logistics on the whole, is optimization of the expenses. On transport
it is achieved through economy of expenses cargo transportation’s
scale and distance. Rail Atlas software package is used in
determination of the route for freight – ‘wheat flour’. The total
length of the route makes up 3041, of which:
On the territory of the Republic of Kazakhstan - 2159 км;
On the territory of the Republic of Uzbekistan– 882 км;
The most optimal route for the freight train is selected
according to the software package Rail – Atlas. (image 1-2)

Image 1. Scheme of flour transportation route through the railroads of the Republic of Kazakhstan. (Petropavlovsk st. –Chimkent st.)
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Image 2. Scheme of flour transportation route through the railroads of the Republic of Uzbekistan. (Keles st. –Galaba st.)
After choosing an optimal route of freight transportation the
carriage duty is calculated with the Rail – Tariff software package
with a change tariff method on the route Petropavlovsk – Galaba.
Images present calculations of a carriage duty on the given route.

Calculations are represented in three different currencies: tenge –
national currency of the Republic of Kazakhstan, sum – national
currency of the Republic of Uzbekistan, Euro and Swiss franc –
currency of international freight transportations.

Image 3. Determination of freight transportation’s carriage duty through the railroads of the Republic of Kazakhstan in the Rail – Tariff
software package, Petropavlovsk – Chimkent route (CHF).
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Image 4. Determination of freight transportation’s carriage duty through the railroads of the Republic of Kazakhstan in the Rail – Tariff
software package, Petropavlovsk – Chimkent route (KZT).

Image 5. Determination of freight transportation’s carriage duty through the railroads of the Republic of Kazakhstan in the Rail – Tariff
software package, Petropavlovsk – Chimkent route (EUR).
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Image 6. Determination of freight transportation’s carriage duty through the railroads of the Republic of Uzbekistan in the Rail – Tariff
software package, Chimkent – Galaba route (CHF).

Image 7. Determination of freight transportation’s carriage duty through the railroads of the Republic of Uzbekistan in the Rail – Tariff
software package, Chimkent – Galaba route (UZS).
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Image 8. Determination of freight transportation’s carriage duty through the railroads of the Republic of Uzbekistan in the Rail – Tariff
software package, Chimkent – Galaba route (EUR).
The purpose of the research is to compare freight
transportation’s carriage duty of the following route calculated in
the Rail – Tariff with the one calculated with United Transit Tariff
method (ETT).Input data for the determination of carriage duty
using the United Transit Tariff method (ETT) requires the following
input data: tariff distance through the tariff change scheme, cargo-

carrying capacity of the containers and their number. Carriage duty
is defined for the given tariff distance for loaded containers and
their return to the departure station. Tariff rates of the United
Transit Tariff (ETT) method are given in the table 1. Values of the
carriage duty are given in the table 2.

Table 1.United Transit Tariff rates

Table 2. Determination of carriage duty with United Transit Tariff method (ETT).

Direction

Distan-ce,
km

Cost of 1
container,CHF

Number of
containers

Cargo-carrying
capacity, t

Total cost,
CHF

Total cost, €

Petropa-vlovsk Galaba

3041

3110

2

18-22

6220

5722,4

Return

3041

1555

2

18-22

3110

2861,2

Total:

6082

4665

2

-

9330

8583,60
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Calculations show that upon the comparison of carriage
duties, carriage duty calculated with the Rail-tariff method is about
five and a half thousands of Swiss francs cheaper. Thus,

calculations through the United Transit Tariff (ETT) method
increase the flow of funds into the budget almost 2,3 times.

Table 3. Comparative characteristics of carriage duties.
Carriage duty, CHF
Rail – Tarif method
UTT (ЕТТ) method
Petropavlovsk – Chimkent
1263,44
Chimkent - Galaba
2634,11
Petropavlovsk – Galaba
3897,55
9330,00
Economic benefit
5432,45
Supranational currency is suggested as the most optimal
of Europe and Asia. This currency called EuroNur. Conventional
solution of disputes while choosing the currency between countries
designation of this currency has the following view:€𝑁 .
Name of the indicators

Image 7. Supranational currency of Custom’s Union EuroNur
CHF = 0, 92 €, for the 20th of November 2015. In the table provides
the results of carriage duty’s determination in the given routes in a
system of intermodal transportations.

Implementation of supranational currency requires an
assumption that exchange rate of EuroNur is equal to the European
currency Euro. The exchange rate of Swiss franc to Euro amounts 1
Table 4. Comparative characteristics of carriage duties.
Name of the indicators
Petropavlovsk – Chimkent
Chimkent - Galaba
Petropavlovsk – Galaba
Economic benefit

Rail - Tarif method
1162,36
2423,38
3585,75
-

Провозная плата, €𝑁
Методика ЕТТ method
8583,60
4997,85

transport (st. Nizhniy Tagil – st. Zhezkazgan). Science and world,
international scientific journal: Volgograd № 3 (19), 2015.-Р.50-55.
(0,31п.л.). IF=0,326 Global impact Factor 2013, Australia.
4.Software package Rail - Tariff, Rail-Atlas, Astana 2015.
5.United Transit Tariff (ETT) with changes and adjunctions
for the 01.04.2014, official edition; Organization for Cooperation
between Railways (OSJD), Warsaw.

Obtained results of carriage duties’ calculations demonstrate
that determination of carriage duty in the system of international
railway transportations using the scheme of through shoulder will
extend the flow to the country’s budget. In addition to this, authors
propose using of supranational currency EuroNur in the Custom’s
Union for guaranteeing stability of national currency in the
countries mentioned above (Russia, Kazakhstan, Belorussia,
Armenia and Kyrgyzstan), and, moreover, decrease inflationary
risks.
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Abstract: The development of high power electronics, improvement of existing and emerging of new battery technologies and
optimization of electric motors over the last decade are some of the issues that have raised the interest in electric vehicles. Based solely on
tank to wheel analyses, electric vehicles are regarded as zero emission vehicles. Regarding these facts, the research presented in this paper
is focused on mixed traffic with different percentage rates of electric vehicles and its environmental influence in urban areas. A model of a
mixed traffic stream comprised of conventional and electric vehicles was built upon a microscopic single lane urban traffic simulator.
Through number of parallel simulations of solely conventional and mixed traffic stream and analysis of the results, we have evaluated the
influence that certain presence rates of electric vehicles in the mixed traffic stream have on the exhaust emission. The results that we have
obtained are constrained by the assumption that the electric energy used by the electric vehicles originates from renewable energy sources.
Keywords: MIXED TRAFFIC STREAM, ELECTRIC VEHICLES, URBAN ENVIRONMENT, EMISSION

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The
structure of the virtual model of traffic stream is presented in
section 2. Parallel simulations of conventional and mixed traffic
stream are presented in section 3. Section 3 also shows the results of
performed comparative analyzes regarding the impact that certain
presence rates of electric vehicles in the mixed traffic stream have
on the emission. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in section 4.

1. Introduction
The newest ecological and economical trends provide solid
foundation for clean, efficient and sustainable vehicles for urban
transport. Besides the fact that vehicles represent integral part of
everyday life, they are one of the main pollutants because of the
exhaust emission of the internal combustion engines which is highly
responsible for the greenhouse effect and global warming. Vehicle
dependence of fossil fuels as main energy source has economical
and political implication. The diminishing oil reserves implies on
crises with wider proportions. In the last decade the number of
vehicles has doubled and is over one billion. Everyday, new
vehicles are introduced in the traffic and contribute to the pollution
problem. Furthermore, the internal combustion engines have low
energy conversion efficiency that brings ahead some economical
issues. From this point of view, neither electric vehicles which are
on the market can achieve much greater efficiency within the well
to wheel analyses, but they still make a significant difference.
Under the assumption that the energy which is used by these
vehicles comes from clean energy sources, like water, wind, sun,
ocean, nuclear etc., then these vehicles are considered as zero
emission vehicles even within the well to wheel analyses and
represent a base for clean, efficient and green urban traffic system.
On the other hand, if the energy comes from thermal power plants
which use coal as primary energy source, then these vehicles are
zero emission vehicles only within tank to wheel analyses.
Moreover, well to wheel analyses show that the pollution in these
cases can be even higher than the pollution that is made by the
internal combustion engines. However, the thermal power plants are
usually out of urban areas and are subjects of less complicated
control than motor vehicles which are widely spread and
individually maintained.

2. Virtual model of traffic stream
The model of the traffic stream is built upon the single lane
urban traffic simulator that we have previously developed,
calibrated and validated [5, 7]. The simulator comprises an
infrastructural model, i.e. a model of the arterial road that is selected
for observation and a general acceleration model. The
infrastructural model reflects real life traffic conditions, regarding
the length of the road, number of intersections, their positions along
the road, duration of traffic lights on each intersection and phase
differences between certain traffic lights on consecutive
intersections. These parameters are classified as infrastructural input
parameters in the model [1]. The general acceleration model is a
modified form of the model used in the MITSIM traffic simulator
[8]. This submodel is built upon the infrastructural submodel. It
defines the vehicles behavior within the infrastructural submodel
regarding the current vehicles conditions. A vehicle in the model
can be found in two primary conditions and several secondary
conditions. Primary conditions are:
• free-flow condition, and
• car following condition.

Electric vehicles were introduced on the market in the middle of
the 19th century, even before the conventional vehicles (vehicles
with internal combustion engine). Because of some technological
discoveries, like the starter, and improvements in the mass
production of conventional vehicles as well as the problems with
battery charging, the electric vehicles have lost the first battle with
the conventional vehicles and have disappeared from the market at
the beginning of the 20th century. The interest in electric vehicles
has revived in the 1960es as a result of ecological movements and
uncomfortable dependence on fossil fuels. The development of high
power electronics, improvement of existing and emerging of new
battery technologies and optimization of electric motors over the
last decade are some of the issues that have intensified the interest
in electric vehicles. Regarding these facts, the research presented in
this paper is focused on mixed traffic with different percentage rates
of electric vehicles and its environmental influence in urban areas.

At free flow condition the driver tries to obtain and attain
driver’s desired speed. On the other hand, in the car following
condition the driver or the adaptive stop&go cruise control system
reacts to the relative speed of the leader. The transition between
these two primary vehicle conditions is defined by the time
headway to the vehicle predecessor. This means that if the time
headway is bigger than the defined threshold then the driver i.e. the
vehicle is in the free flow condition, otherwise the vehicle is in the
car
following condition. The applied acceleration depends on the
current condition.
The following mathematical model defines the acceleration at
free-flow condition:
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[

]

anff (t ) = an max (Vn (t )) Vnff − Vn (t − τ n ) .

(1)

• Stopping at the intersection due to the red traffic light,
• Stationary condition of the vehicle at the intersection

Where: a n max (Vn (t )) is the maximum acceleration of the

during the red traffic light or because of the stationary

vehicle n in relation with its current speed, Vn (t − τ n ) is the speed

condition of the leader,

of the vehicle n at time t − τ n , Vnff is the desired speed of driver n,
and τ n is the total reaction time.

• Start at initialization of the green traffic light or because
of start of the leader.

At car following condition the acceleration is defined with the
following mathematical model:

Besides the infrastructural parameters, the virtual model of
mixed traffic stream also controls a set of vehicular dependent input
parameters and a set of driver dependent input parameters [1]. The
vehicular set of parameters covers the total number of vehicles in
the model, number of conventional vehicles, number of electric
vehicles, vehicle category (according to EC 2007/46) [10], presence
rate of each vehicle category, inlet traffic flow, acceleration and
braking performances, masses and dimensions.

a ncf (t ) = f [Vn (t − ∆t ), ∆X n (t − ∆t ), k n (t − ∆t )]g [∆Vn (t − τ n )]
f [Vn (t − ∆t ), ∆X n (t − ∆t ), k n (t − ∆t )] = α
g [∆Vn (t − τ n )] = ∆Vn (t − τ n )

ancf (t ) = α
Where:

Vn (t − ∆t )

β

∆X n (t − ∆t )γ

k n (t − ∆t )

δ

ρ

As for the driver dependent set of input parameters, it contains
the drivers desired speed, time headway threshold, total reaction
time and intervehicle spacing when the vehicles are stationary.

Vn (t − ∆t )
ρ
δ
k n (t − ∆t ) ∆Vn (t − τ n )
∆X n (t − ∆t )γ
β

(2)

The basic output parameters of the model, obtained as a result of
simulation of real traffic stream in urban environment, are: vehicle
acceleration, speed, traveled distance and intervehicle spacing.
Besides these basic output parameters the model is able to give
additional information like number of vehicles stopped at certain
intersection, vehicle flow through certain intersection during the
green light, outlet traffic flow, travel time, energy and fuel
consumption and CO2 emission.
All of these ensure flexibility of the model and possibility to be
adjusted to different types of arterial roads.

f [Vn (t − ∆t ), ∆X n (t − ∆t ), k n (t − ∆t )] is a sensitivity

function, g [∆Vn (t − τ n )] is a stimulus function, Vn (t − ∆t ) is
subject vehicle speed at time (t − ∆t ) , ∆X n (t − ∆t ) is space
headway at time (t − ∆t ) , k n (t − ∆t ) is density of traffic ahead of

the subject vehicle within its driver view at time (t − ∆t ) ,
∆Vn (t − τ n ) is relative speed between the subject vehicle and its

predecessor at time (t − ∆t ) , ∆t is the sampling time, and α, β, γ, δ,
ρ are model parameters [12].

3. Parallel simulations of conventional and mixed
traffic stream and comparative analysis of the
results

The model exerts positive or negative response upon positive or
negative stimulus. In other words, a vehicle accelerates if the leader
has higher speed, and decelerates if the leader has lower speed. The
model behaves differently at positive and negative stimulus. This is
obtained with different model parameters for acceleration and
deceleration [5, 12].

The evaluation of the environmental impact of certain presence
rates of electric vehicles in the mixed traffic stream is based on
number of parallel simulations of real and mixed traffic stream. The
real traffic stream contains only conventional vehicles, and the
mixed traffic stream, besides the conventional vehicles, contains
certain percentage of electric vehicles. Each traffic stream in the
simulations comprises 100 vehicles. The simulations are conducted
on one of the most frequent arterial roads in the city of Skopje. The
selected arterial road is 5.1 km long, and has eight consecutive
intersections. All infrastructural parameters, vehicle and driver
dependent input parameters are experimentally obtained and
implemented in the model [1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, and 11]. The
simulations of real and mixed traffic stream within a parallel
simulation are performed with identical input parameters. On the
other hand, each parallel simulation (pair of simulations) has
different initial setup. It means that they have different arrangement
of vehicle categories, different presence rate and different
arrangement of electric vehicles, different initial time headways and
different vehicles masses and dimensions. Furthermore,
conventional vehicles show additional differences in the desired
speed, acceleration and deceleration performances, reaction time
and basic intervehicle spacing when vehicles are stationary,
regarding different parallel simulations. Electric vehicles in the
model are considered to be vehicles of category M1.

The safety in the model is ensured by a boundary condition that
guaranties minimal safe distance between vehicles in motion. This
minimal safe distance is rigidly set as the braking distance with
maximum deceleration to full stop, increased by the basic
intervehicle spacing. In this way the model covers the
so called emergency condition.
The general acceleration model is capable of handling
interruptions of the traffic stream, which are common in urban
environments. As a result of an interruption of the traffic stream, a
vehicle in the model might be in a certain secondary condition.
Each secondary vehicle condition is defined by separate algorithm
that controls appropriate vehicles in the model. So, the secondary
vehicle conditions appear because of violation of primary vehicle
conditions under the boundaries implemented by the infrastructure
i.e. the traffic lights signalization. The model handles the following
secondary

The basic output parameters of the model, within a simulation,
are presented on Fig. 1, Fig. 2, Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. (Figures show the
parameters of only three vehicles in the traffic streams in order to
obtain appropriate perception about the acceleration, speed, traveled
distance and intervehicle spacing profiles.)

vehicle conditions:
• Crossing the intersection during the yellow traffic light
before the red traffic light,
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The amount of energy that is required for vehicle movement on
the observed arterial road in relation to the traveled distance, within
a simulation, is shown on Fig. 5. This energy does not count the
portion of energy which is spent during vehicle deceleration and
when vehicles are stationary.
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Fig. 5 The energy required for vehicle movement on the observed arterial
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As for the conventional vehicles, the fuel consumption is
proportional to the energy which is required for vehicle movement.
It depends on several parameters like fuel energy value, engine
effective efficiency and transmition efficiency. During the
calculations of the fuel consumption it is accepted that the fuel
(gasoline or diesel) has average energy value of 44000 KJ/kg and
average density of 0,795 kg/l, and the average engine effective
efficiency with the transmition efficiency is 0,3 [13]. In order to
obtain the total fuel consumption, eventually we have added the fuel
that is consumed when vehicles are stationary to the calculated fuel
consumption. It is assumed that during these actions the average
fuel consumption is 2 l/h. The calculation of carbon dioxide
emission is based on the average CO2 emission obtained when
burning one liter of fuel (2,46455kg/l). Table 1 shows the lower and
upper limits of the required energy and fuel for vehicle movement,
the total and average fuel consumption and CO2 emission. The
results are obtained within 35 simulations of real traffic stream i.e.
traffic stream that is comprised of only conventional vehicles.
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Table 1: Energy demand, fuel consumption and CO2 emission
Measure
Min
Max
Required energy [MJ]
421.93 535.34
Required fuel [l]
40.21
51.01
Total fuel consumption [l]
54.46
65.50
Av. fuel consum. [l/100km]
10.68
12.84
CO2 emission [g/km]
263.16 316.52
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Fig. 3 Traveled distance profile
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Based on these results we have determined the average fuel
consumption and CO2 emission on a yearly base regarding the
observed arterial road (Table 2).
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Table 2: Fuel consumption and CO2 emission on a yearly base regarding
the observed arterial road
Measure
Min
Max
17688
21275
Av. fuel consum. [l/year]
98.06
87.17
4359.5
5243.5
CO2 emission [t/year]
4
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A quantitative measure, about the impact that certain presence
rates of electric vehicles in the mixed traffic stream have on the
emission, is obtained through comparative analysis of the results of

Fig. 4 Intervehicle spacing profile
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the parallel simulations. Therefore, we have performed eight sets of
simulations. Each set has three independent parallel simulations. All
simulations of mixed traffic stream, within a set, have identical
presence rate of electric vehicles. The increment of the mentioned
presence rate between consecutive sets is 10%. Table 3 shows the
reduction of the fuel consumption and exhaust emission which is
gained with different percentage rates of electric vehicles in the
mixed traffic stream. It goes between 6.91% and 7.48% for only
10% electric vehicles in the traffic stream, up to 59.42% for 80%
electric vehicles in the traffic stream.

[3] Aleksandar Kostikj, Milan Kjosevski, Ljupcho Kocarev,
“Determination Of Reaction Time And Intervehicle Spacing As
Important Human Based Microscopic Traffic Parameters In
Urban Environment”, International Congress Motor Vehicles &
Motors 2012, October 3rd - 5th, 2012, Kragujevac, Serbia,
Proceedings pp. 531-537 - Paper Code: MVM2012-007.
[4] Aleksandar Kostikj, Milan Kjosevski, Ljupcho Kocarev,
“Determination Of Traffic Flow And Its Structure In Urban
Environment As One Of The Fundamental Macroscopic Traffic
Stream Parameters”, 24th JUMV International Automotive
Conference “Science and Motor Vehicles 2013”, April 2013,
Belgrade, Serbia.

Table 3: Reduction of the fuel consumption and exhaust emission
Difference [%]
10% El. Veh.
20% El. Veh.
Measure
min
max
min
max
Fuel
consumption
-6.91
-7.48
-13.54
-14.24
and exhaust
emission
30% El. Veh.
40% El. Veh.
Measure
min
max
min
max
Fuel
consumption
-20.60
-21.49
-28.74
-30.57
and exhaust
emission
50% El. Veh.
60% El. Veh.
Measure
min
max
min
max
Fuel
consumption
-33.61
-36.01
-40.01
-43.30
and exhaust
emission
70% El. Veh.
80% El. Veh.
Measure
min
max
min
max
Fuel
consumption
-47.69
-50.43
-56.23
-59.42
and exhaust
emission

[5] Aleksandar Kostikj, Milan Kjosevski, Ljupcho Kocarev,
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simulator”, Proceedings of IEEE 2013 International Conference
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The research presented in this paper covers a contemporary
research area that deals with the reduction of fuel consumption and
exhaust emission in urban environments. It also promotes the
electric vehicles as zero emission vehicles.
The comparative analyses of the results of the parallel
simulations lead towards some interesting conclusions, regarding
the exhaust emission. Namely, the analysis showed that electric
vehicles have positive influence on the fuel consumption and
exhaust emission even at low percentage rates in the traffic stream.
At higher percentage rates, the reduction of the subject parameters
is more than 50%, which is extremely high. These findings could be
acceptable only if the energy which is used by the electric vehicles
comes from clean energy sources like water, wind, wave, solar or
nuclear energy. In other words, the results that we have obtained are
constrained by the assumption that the electric energy used by the
electric vehicles originates from renewable energy sources and
should not be taken for granted.
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A RESEARCH ABOUT INFLUENCE OF WIRE ELECTRODE VIBRATION’S
AMPLITUDE UPON TECHNOLOGICAL PARAMETERS OF VIBRATING GAS
METAL ARC OVERLAYING PROCESS IN A SHIELD OF ARGON
Assoc. Prof. Mitko Nikolov, PhD, University of Ruse, Bulgaria, E-mail: mnikolov@uni-ruse.bg
Abstract: A research about influence of wire electrode vibration’s amplitude upon process of arc-cycle conduction and forming of overlaid coating is done in a shield of argon. Duty cycle frequency, times of short circuit and arc burning as well as roughness of the coating are
used as quality criteria. It is established that wire electrode vibration’s amplitude cause a significant influence as maximal value of arc
cycles and lowest roughness of the coating are obtained at rate of 2 mm.
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gas flow rate at 15 l/min; angle of arc burning tip - 450; angle of
wire electrode handling in vertical plane - 300, angle of wire electrode handling in horizontal plane - 150. The amplitude is changed
within limits between 0 to 2,5 mm during experiments through rate
of 0,5 mm, i.e. 0; 0,5; 1; 1,5; 2; и 2,5 mm.
The examination of the vibrating gas metal arc overlaying process is accompanied by recording and reporting of process parameters. For measuring and recording the input currents in the supply
chain of the apparatus it includes an appropriate shunts connected to
the contour. The dynamics of alteration of the process parameters is
registered by analog-digital converter NATIONAL INSTUMENTS
model NI USB 6210. The waveforms of the process are recorded in
real time by “Lab View” software platform. For each change of the
amplitude a three records are made and the recorded data is statistically defined through Microsoft Office Excel by using well known
statistical methods.
The roughness of the overlaid coating surface (i.e. height of irregularities of the surface profile) is measured with help of special
indicating device with accuracy of 0,01 mm. For each overlaid area
are made 30 measures divided into 3 groups with 10 measures each.
Each group of data is obtained as each group of measures are distributed into 3 planes located at 120о each other. The average value
of the roughness is calculated afterwards through the formula (1):

1. Introduction
Vibrating gas metal arc overlaying process ensure high qualitative overlaid coatings especially when it is related to reconditioning
of excessively worn steel parts from agricultural machinery. The
vibrations stabilizing the process of arc burning and allowing relatively low rates of working voltage (18…20V) which cause a significant reduction of carbon and alloying elements burning and small
welding depth and head-affected zone. At other side they have a
favorable influence regarding overlaid coatings forming process.
Although vibration’s amplitude is one of the main parameters of
the working regime there is not enough input data about its influence upon technological parameters of the process of vibrating gas
metal arc overlaying in shield of argon.
The aim of the current work is to establish what is the level of
influence of vibration’s amplitude upon technological parameters of
process of coating forming in shield of Ar.
As object of research are chosen reconditioned details of agricultural machinery. The subject of research is the process of vibrating gas arc metal overlaying process in a shield of argon.

2. Exposition
The technological parameters of the process of overlaying have
a significant influence regarding transfer of molten metal from
welding pool to the workpiece through the arc and forming of coating with very high quality. As main criteria for process evaluation
are chosen the following:
- duty cycles frequency rate (νc);
- roughness of overlaid coatings (Rz).
As supporting criteria are accepted the following:
- duration of short-circuit (tks);
- duration of arc burning (td).
The vibration’s amplitude is a main parameter of the working
regime as it causing a significant influence upon parameters of the
process and coatings; frequency and duration of arc cycles and their
components; process of coatings forming and the roughness of the
mentioned. The material of the wire also has an influence upon
parameters of the process and overlaid coatings.
As variables for the cybernetic model of the process are chosen
the following:
- wire electrode vibration’s frequency (λ);
- material of the wire electrode (Mt).
The process of overlaying is conducted on welding apparatus “ENTON-60” equipped with axial non-inertial vibrating nozzle. As workpieces during experiments are chosen cylindrical details made of steel grade 45 with diameter of 50 mm and length of
250 mm. The dimension are determined through statistical research
about the variety of details within agricultural machinery [5]. On
each of the chosen workpieces are deposited five areas prolonged
to 40 mm with different type of wire electrodes (Sv 08G2S, Np
30HGSA и DUR 500) with diameter of 1,6 mm. The working regime includes the following parameters: working voltage at rate of
20V; welding current at rates of 150-180A; coatings deposition
speed at rate of 0,94 m/min; wire feeding speed at rate of 2,3
m/min; pace of overlaying at rate of 3mm/tr; wire electrode’s egress
at rate of 15 mm; vibration’s frequency at rate of 46,7 Hz; shielding

Rz =

n
1 n
(∑ h i max − ∑ h i min ),10 − 2 mm
n i =1
i =1

(1)

A graphical relations of amplitude’s influence upon technological parameters of the process are shown on figures 1-4.
The wire electrode vibration’s amplitude cause a significant in-

νc
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2

3
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Fig.1. Graphical alteration of duty cycle’s frequency (νc) caused
by amplitude’s alteration for three different types of wire electrode
during vibrating gas metal arc overlaying process in a shield of
argon: 1 – 08G2S; 2 – 30HGSA; 3 - DUR500.

fluence upon duty cycle’s frequency (fig.1). The number of arc
cycles is related to the size of the droplets molten metal transferred
through the arc. As much higher is the number of duty cycles as
much small the size of the droplets will be. Increasing of duty cycle
number will increase the number of short circuits which leads to
better forming of the overlaid coating and low rate of the roughness.
The duty cycle’s frequency obtained during experiments is located within 11 to 25 Hz which results on large-sized droplets transferred through the arc. The maximal rate of 25 Hz is obtained
through amplitude’s rate of 2 mm with trend of decreasing after-
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the tip of wire electrode touching the surface until the moment of
detachment of the droplet itself. At this point, as much shorter is the
period of arc burning for each duty cycle as much smaller is the size
of the droplets. Thus, there are a prerequisites for reducing of alloying elements spattering, improving of the conditions for appropriate
mixing between basc and additional metal and forming of low-grain
overlaid coatings.
The alteration of arc burning duration caused by alteration of
vibration’s amplitude has an extreme character (fig.4) as the shortest duration is obtained again at rate of 2 mm for the three wire
electrodes and the rate of 38 ms is obtained with Np 30HGSA wire

wards. When a maximal rate of duty cycle’s frequency is obtained it
results on improving of arc burning process through decreasing the
size of the droplets molten metal; evenly formed overlaid beams;
obtaining of low grain sized structure and higher hardness of the
coating. Higher frequency is obtained through overlaying with
medium and high alloy wire electrodes Np 30HGSA and DUR-500
compared to low-carbon wire electrode Sv 08G2S .
At vibration’s amplitude rate of 2 mm is obtained a minimal
roughness of the overlaid coating because of better forming of the
last due smaller size of the droplets molten metal (fig.2). The lowest
roughness appears when medium-alloyed wire electrode Np
30HGSA is used which responding to maximal rate of the duty
cycles. Evenly formed coating is a prerequisite for smaller reserve
of metal before mechanical treatment of the coating and low cost
price of the reconditioned details from agricultural machinery.
As indices for evaluation of the processes of arc burning and
Rz
mm

tks
ms

3
1

2

1
3
2

λ, mm

Fig.4 Influence of vibration’s amplitude (λ) upon duration of arc
burning period (td) during vibrating gas metal arc overlaying
process in a shield of Ar with three different types of wire electrode: 1 – 08G2S; 2 – 30HGSA; 3 - DUR500.

λ, mm

electrode. Highest rates of arc burning duration are obtained with
low-carbon wire electrode Sv 08G2S. The trend of increasing of
vibration’s amplitude after rate of 2 mm leads to increasing of
relative duration of arc burning and short-circuit periods which
affecting to worse forming and low quality of the overlaid coating
obtained in a shield of argon.

Fig.2 Graphical alteration of surface roughness (Rz) caused by
amplitude’s alteration (λ) for three different types of wire electrode
during vibrating gas metal arc overlaying process in a shield of
argon: 1 – 08G2S; 2 – 30HGSA; 3 - DUR500

metal transfer are used duration of short circuit and duration of arc
burning which influencing significantly upon the size of droplets
molten metal [3,5].
The increasing of wire electrode’s vibration’s amplitude leads
to decreasing of short circuit duration for all three wire electrodes as
lowest rate is obtained at rate of 2 mm followed by further increasing (fig.3). Shortest duration at rate of 3,27 ms is obtained with
medium alloy wire electrode Np 30HGSA. Highest rates of shortcircuit duration are obtained with wire electrode DUR 500 as the
rates corresponding to the appropriate rates of vibration’s amplitude.
The duration of short circuit influencing upon overlaying process stability and level of scattering of alloying elements during arc
burning. Consequently, as much shorter is the mentioned period as
much stable is the arc and metal spattering is less. When shorter
period of short-circuit is obtained it results on low-sized droplet
metal transfer which affect to better forming of the coating and
lower roughness [1, 2, 4].
The duration of arc burning period has a significant influence
regarding droplet formation and quality of the molten metal [1,4]. It
characterizing the growing of the droplet from the moment when

3. Conclusion
From the essence of the research about determination the level
of influence of vibration’s amplitude upon technological process
parameters and quality of the overlaid coating could be found the
following inferences:
1.
Vibration’s amplitude causing a significant influence upon essence of overlaying process and its technological parameters
(duty cycles frequency; roughness of the coating; duration of shortcircuit and arc burning periods) in a shield of argon.
2.
Lowest roughness of the coating and maximal rate of duty
cycles frequency within shortest duration of short-circuit and arc
burning periods are obtained through vibration’s amplitude at rate
of 2 mm.
3.
With medium alloy wire electrode Np 30HGSA, higher
duty cycles frequency, lower roughness and arc burning voltage are
obtained during experiments.
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Fig.3 Influence of vibration’s amplitude (λ) upon duration of
short-circuit (tks)for three different types of wire electrode
during vibrating gas metal arc overlaying process in a shield of
Ar: 1 – 08G2S; 2 – 30HGSA; 3 - DUR500.
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NUMERICAL MODELING OF A SHELL-AND-TUBE HEAT EXCHANGER
МОДЕЛНИ ИЗСЛЕДВАНИЯ НА КОЖУХОТРЪБЕН ТОПЛООБМЕНЕН АПАРАТ
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Abstract: The aim of this work is numerical modeling of the hydrodynamics and heat transfer of a shell-and-tube heat exchanger. For the
purpose of the study a 3D model with geometric dimensions corresponding to real was created. The simulations under the same boundary
conditions as experiment were carried out. The independence of solution by the density and the shape of the mesh were investigated. For
verification the experimental values for fluid temperatures at the outlets from the apparatus were used. The simulations of different operation
modes in the apparatus were carried out. A modification in the geometry with the aim of raising the temperature on the cold fluid at the
outlet was made. Results on vectors, velocity and temperature distribution in the apparatus were obtained. On the basis of the obtained
results some design changes of the apparatus in order to improve the hydrodynamics have been proposed. The obtained results can be
successfully used in the design, optimization and constructing of this type apparatus, as well as in the educational process.
Keywords: CFD, MODELING, HEAT EXCHANGER, HYDRODYNAMICS, ANSYS FLUENT

apparatus were obtained, as well as some key parameters. Multitude
cross sections (longitudinally and transverses) in different typical
planes of the apparatus were created, but in this work only those
which are of interest were shows. The obtained results can be
successfully used in the design, optimization and constructing of
this type apparatus, as well as in the educational process. On the
basis of the obtained results some design changes of the apparatus
in order to improve the hydrodynamics have been proposed. All
designations are generally acknowledged in the field of
computational fluid dynamics and heat engineering.

1. Introduction
The aim of this work is numerical modeling of the
hydrodynamics and heat transfer of a shell-and-tube heat exchanger.
The general appearance of the real apparatus is shown in Figure 1.

2. Materials and methods
The created model shown in Figure 2 is with the same
geometric dimensions and construction as the experimental
apparatus and a counterflow working scheme was made. It is a one
pass as regards to the tube side, and as regards to the shell side.
Working fluids (warm and cold) are water. Cold is fed into the shell
side and warm is fed the tube side. The shell has an internal
diameter of 93 mm. The tube bundle consists of 19 tubes with

Fig. 1 Experimental apparatus.

For the purpose of the study a 3D model with geometric
dimensions corresponding to real was created. The created 3D
model is shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 2 3D model with experimental results.

diameter ϕ10/2 mm and length 700 mm. To create the 3D model
shown in Figure 2 a software product SolidWorks was used. For
creating the meshes a software product Ansys Mescher was used.
For numerical modeling а software product Ansys Fluent was used.
After investigation of the independence of solution by density and
shape of mesh the optimal shown in Figure 3 was obtained. It
consists of 1187551 nodes and 6979399 cells. The simulations on a
computer with processor Intel Core I7 and 16 GB RAM were
carried out. Performing а simulation with shown mesh and
convergence of solution 10-4 takes approximately 20 hours. To close
the system of differential equations of motion a standard k-ε
turbulence model was used [1], [4], [5]. The post processing in
Ansys Results was carried out. For the purpose of present work a
several modeling investigations in different operating modes of the
apparatus were carried out. They are the following:

The independence of solution by the density and the shape of
the mesh were investigated. The simulations under same boundary
conditions as experiment were carried out. The experimental values
of main parameters are shown in Figure 2. For verification the
experimental values for fluid temperatures at the outlets from the
apparatus were used. In Table 1 are shown the relevant deviations.
Table 1: Deviations from the experiment.
Parameter
Temperature at the outlet (cold fluid)
Temperature at the outlet (warm fluid)
Δt

Deviation[0С]
0,9
0,2
0,65

The simulations of different operation modes in the apparatus
were carried out. A modification in the geometry with the aim of
raising the temperature on the cold fluid at the outlet was made.
Results on vectors, velocity and temperature distribution in the
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Fig. 3 Optimal mesh.





Counterflow movement of the working fluids at a massflow rate of cold fluid ṁ=0,08675 kg/s (used for
verification) corresponding to experimental apparatus;
Counterflow movement of the working fluids at a massflow rate of cold fluid ṁ=0,1388 kg/s;
Parallel flow movement of working fluids (changing the
direction of the cold fluid).

Some numerical results for the various study models are shown
in Table 2. From the obtained results it can be seen that increasing
the mass-flow rate of the cold fluid with 37,5% lead to decreasing
the temperature at the outlet with 3,850C, increasing the heat
transfer of the apparatus by 14% and increase the hydraulic losses
by 59%. The Parallel flow movement of working fluids showed a
decrease in heat transfer by 7,8% and reduced the temperature by
1,10C. In the model with baffles the heat transfer is increased by
40,2%, the temperature was increased by 9,50C and the hydraulic
losses increased by 3%.

In order to examine the influence of baffles onto
hydrodynamics, respectively, heat transfer a modification of the
model including placement of four screens in the shell side was
made. Figure 4 shows the general appearance of the 3D model with
baffles.

Figure 5 shows the velocity vectors on the right side of the
apparatus in a longitudinal section along the axis of the apparatus in
ṁ=0,08675 kg/s. Can clearly see the presence of two pronounced
circulation zones. There is also the presence of a circulating flow
between the nozzle and the tube sheet.

Fig. 4 3D model with baffles.

The baffles in the heat exchangers used to increase the velocity
and changing the direction of movement of the fluid, a consequence
of which there is provided a crosswise streamlined of the tube
bundle, wherein the heat transfer coefficient is increased 2-3 fold
compared to streamline of the longitudinal bundle. The cropped part
of the segment baffles constitutes 15-40% of the diameter in the
shell. The recommended distance between the baffles in the shell
side a crosswise streamlined of the tube bundle is:
(1)
=
l (40 ÷ 60).d
2

It is estimated that the optimum distance is:
(2)
l=D /2
1

Experience suggests that the two recommendations are not
contradictory, but complementary [2].
It is well known that the distance, length, number and type of
baffles significantly influence on the hydrodynamics respectively
heat transfer in these apparatus. In the literature is a deduced
dependency for these typical dimensions and are indicated
equations with the aid of that can define these construction
dimensions [3].
Nevertheless, this remains a complex technical-economic task
and for each concrete model is desirable to be approached
individually.

Fig. 5 Velocity vectors on the right side of the apparatus in
ṁ=0,08675 kg/s.

Figure 6 shows the velocity vectors perpendicular to the section
shown in Figure 5 in ṁ=0,08675 kg/s.

3. Results and discussion
Table 2: Numerical results.
Parameters
Q[W]

Model
Counterflow
ṁ=0,08675 kg/s
Counterflow
ṁ=0,1388 kg/s
Parallel flow
ṁ=0,08675 kg/s
Counterflow
ṁ=0,08675 kg/s
with baffles

ΔP[Pa]

t

cold

(Area-Weighted
out

Average)[0C]
5119

260

31,1

5954

635

27,25

4720

260

30

8568

268

40,6
Fig. 6 Velocity vectors on the right side of the apparatus
perpendicular in ṁ=0,08675 kg/s.
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Figure 9 shows the velocity vectors on the right side of the
apparatus in a longitudinal section along the axis of the apparatus in
ṁ=0.1388 kg/s.
Figure 10 shows the velocity vectors perpendicular to the
section shown in Figure 9 in ṁ=0.1388 kg/s.

Fig. 7 Velocity vectors on the left side of the apparatus in
ṁ=0,08675 kg/s.

It can be distinguished again two pronounced circulation areas.
It could be argued that the entire space in the inlet plenum is filled
with circulating flow.
Figure 7 shows the velocity vectors on the left side of the
apparatus in a longitudinal section along the axis of the apparatus in
ṁ=0,08675 kg/s.

Fig. 10 Velocity vectors on the right side of the apparatus perpendicular in
ṁ=0,1388 kg/s.

In both figures it is seen that increasing the mass-flow rate at
the inlet to the shell side is no change in the vector image, which is
not at the output, and that is shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12.

Figure 8 shows the velocity vectors perpendicular to the section
shown in Figure 7 in ṁ=0,08675 kg/s.

Figure 11 shows the velocity vectors on the left side of the
apparatus in a longitudinal section along the axis of the apparatus in
ṁ=0,1388 kg/s.

Here again there are two pronounced circulation zones, but with
a smaller size and pushed to the wall by the the incoming flow of
the tubes in the outlet plenum. There is also the presence of a
circulating flow between the nozzle and the tube sheet.

Fig. 8 Velocity vectors on the left side of the apparatus perpendicular in
ṁ=0,08675 kg/s.

Fig. 11 Velocity vectors on the left side of the apparatus in ṁ=0.1388 kg/s.

Fig. 9 Velocity vectors on the right side of the apparatus in ṁ=0,1388
kg/s.

Fig. 12 Velocity vectors on the left side of the apparatus perpendicular in
ṁ=0.1388 kg/s.
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Increasing the flow rate gives rise to a circulation of the flow in
the zone between the tubes, the shell and the tube sheet at the top of
the apparatus. Also is observed increase in the circulating zone
between nozzle and tube sheet.

Figure 15 shows the distribution of temperature along the
apparatus by the model used for verification, and Figure 16 by the
model with baffles. Comparing the two figures shows that the
temperature field of the Figure 16 is more uniform due to an
increase in the velocity at zones of the gap section by baffles and
crosswise streamline of the tube bundle. This in turn is closely
associated with an increase of the heat transfer (Table 2).

Figure 12 shows the velocity vectors on the left side of the
apparatus perpendicular to the section shown in Figure 11 in
ṁ=0,1388 kg/s. Can observe that an increasing the flow rate a
circulation zone in bottom of the shell near the tube sheet (Figure 8)
does not exist.

4. Conclusions
A modification of the model leads to a significant increase in
outlet temperature of the cold fluid while she negligible influence
on the hydraulic losses. To eliminate or reduce size of the
circulation zones in both plenums is required geometric change of
headers. To eliminate or reduce size of the circulation zones
between the nozzle and the tube sheet is required change of distance
between them. The obtained results can be successfully used in the
design, optimization and constructing of this type apparatus, as well
as in the educational process.

Figure 13 shows the distribution of velocity along the apparatus
by the model used for verification, and Figure 14 by the model with
baffles. In the figures clearly evident stagnation zones in inlet
plenum and outlet plenum caused by circulating flows shown in
Figure 5 and Figure 7. In Figure 13 clearly evident zone of increase
the velocity in the shell side nears the outlet. Figure 14 shows an
increase of the velocity in zones of the gap section of the baffles.
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Fig. 13 Distribution of velocity along the apparatus by the model used
for verification.

Fig. 14 Distribution of velocity along the apparatus by the model with
baflles.

Fig. 15 Distribution of temperature along the apparatus by the model used for verification.

Fig. 16 Distribution of velocity along the apparatus by the model with baflles.
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DETERMINATION OF THE THERMODYNAMIC FUNCTIONS OF HEAVY
HYDROCARBON CRUDE (COAL TAR) AND HYDROGENATION PRODUCT BY
ADDITIVE PROCESS
G. N. Mussina, M. K. Ibatov, M. I. Baikenov, G. Zhaksybayeva
Karaganda State Industrial University
For the thermodynamic research of the coal-chemical
processs, in particular, the hydrogenation of coal processing of
primary coal tar (PCT) in a wide temperature range it is necessary
to have data on the value of the thermodynamic functions such as
heat capacity, enthalpy, entropy, Gibbs free energy and the
specified thermodynamic potential [1,2].
The purpose of the work is to determine the thermodynamic
functions of: heat capacity (∆Ср), enthalpy (∆Н), entropy (∆S),
Gibbs free energy (∆G) and the specified thermodynamic potentials
(∆Ф **)of the organic mass of coal (OMC) and the organic mass of
the primary coal tar (PCT) obtained in the process of
hydrogenation.
With the aim of determining the thermodynamic function
(∆Ср, ∆Н, ∆S, ∆G, ∆Ф**) of original OMC and a fragment of
OMC after the hydrogenation processing, and of original PCT and
hydrogenates obtained in the processing of hydrogenation of PCT
with pseudohomogeneous ferriferous catalysts (PHFC) FeSO4 •
7n2oi NiSO4 • 6H2O an additive method of professor A.M.
Gyulmaliyev was used [2]. The offered method is based on the
additive scheme wherein for calculation of temperature dependence
of thermodynamic functions in the range of temperatures from 298
to 1000 K hydrocarbons of free structure defines a set of parameters
from the hybrid states of carbon atoms and hydrogen atoms
combined within by a chemical bond. According to the additive
scheme thermodynamic function is:

j

Cp �Ci � =a+bT+cT2 ,(2)

Here a, b, c– coefficients.

Changes of an enthalpy and entropy of a molecule according
to the temperature were calculated by the following formulas:
T

∆HM (T)=∆H298 + ∫298 ∆Cp.M (T)dT ,(3)
T

∆SM (T)=∆S298 +∆T298 + ∫298 ∆Cp.M (T)d(lnT) ,(4)

With due to (3) from the formula (4) here we have:
β

γ

2

3

∆H(T)=∆H298 +α�T-298�+ �T2 -2982 �+ (T3 -2983 ),(5)
∆S(T)=∆S298 +αln

T

298

γ

+β�T-298�+ (T2 -2982 ),(6)
2

где
α= ∑μ aμ ;
β= ∑μ bμ;
γ= ∑μ cμ .

Gibbs free energy ΔG was calculated by formula:
∆G(T)=∆H(T)-T∆S(T),(7)

Фм = ∑μ fμ ,(1)

Here fм is the value of the property F going over µ the type of
the structural group.

With the aim of calculating the thermodynamic functions of
the original OMC quantitative data of ultimate composition of
Shubarkol coal deposit were used, the number of fragments of
functional groups for ligneous (brown) coal were taken from [3].
Calculated values of thermodynamic functions of the original OMC
are given in table 1.

For each group of atoms of the marks of value Cp (T), ΔH and
ΔS were defined from the relevant data for known models. The
calculation of temperature dependence of Cp fragments was held by
the quadratic function:
Table 1.Thermodynamic functions of the original OMC
Т, К
Ср, J/mole∙К
ΔН, kJ/mole

S, J/mole∙К

ΔG, kJ/mole

F**(Т), kJ/mole∙К

298

1964,6

-2391,5

1118,7

462,4

1118,7

300

1976,9

-2393,7

1131,9

480,9

1118,8

400

2550,8

-2488,2

1781,2

1428,4

1203,7

500

3043,2

-2559,5

2404,8

2417,7

1382,0

600

3454,3

-2611,3

2997,2

3433,7

1602,3

700

3784,0

-2647,8

3555,5

4462,0

1841,9

800

4032,3

-2672,7

4077,9

5488,5

2089,1

900

4199,2

-2690,2

4563,2

6499,1

2337,4

1000

4284,7

-2704,1

5010,8

7479,8

2582,7

Raise of temperature brings to a decrease of the enthalpy, and
in the case of entropy temperature dependence has opposite
character that shows the complication of structure of the obtained
products.
Thus the temperature increase leads to the destruction of
supramolecular ordering of macromolecules which formulates
OMC.

With the aim of calculating thermodynamic functions of
OMC after hydrogenation processing the fragment of OMC was
used [4] (appendix 1). Calculated values of thermodynamic
functions of the OMC fragment after hydrogenation processing is
presented in Table 2.
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Table 2. Thermodynamic functions of the OMC fragment after hydrogenation processing
Т, К
Ср, J/mole∙К
ΔН, kJ/mole
S, J/mole∙К
ΔG, kJ/mole

F**(Т), kJ/mole∙К

298

188,5

-193,3

469,6

35,2

469,6

300

189,5

-193,7

470,9

36,6

469,6

400

234,9

-216,5

531,7

114,5

477,6

500

274,9

-240,9

588,5

200,3

494,2

600

309,4

-266,7

641,8

292,3

514,4

700

338,4

-293,5

691,7

389,2

536,2

800

361,9

-321,1

738,5

489,3

558,6

900

379,9

-349,1

782,2

591,2

581,0

1000

392,4

-377,3

822,9

693,3

603,2

It is known [5] that general characteristics of organic mass of
PCT can be presented as the sum of characteristics of its
components (fragments). Therefore studying of thermodynamics of
hydrogenation process of PCT was carried out with the use of
model compounds.
To calculate the thermodynamic functions of the organic
mass of PCT before and after the hydrogenation processing with
PHFC quantitative data of individual chemical composition of the
original PCT and the products received after its hydrogenation
within PHFC were used.
The individual chemical composition of the original PCT as well as
the structure of hydrogenation products is given in the research [5]
and presented by the following connections (concentration of
compounds more than 1%): of 1,3-dimethylcyclohexane,
ethylbenzene, octahydro-1H-indene, 1,2,3-trimethylbenzene,
isoquinoline, 1,2-dimethylnaphthalene, 4-metildifenil,
isopropylnaphthalene, fluorene, anthracene, phenanthrene.

With each catalyst on reactionary activity the number of
compounds is formed. The chemical composition of the
hydrogenation product which was obtained after the hydrogenation
process of PCT with PHC - FeSO4 • 7H2O in an amount of 3% on
the original weight of the tar is represented by the following
compounds: 1,3-dimethylcyclohexane, ethylbenzene, octahydro1H-indene,
1,2,3-trimethylbenzene,
isoquinoline,
1,2dimethylnaphthalene,
4-metildifenil,
isopropylnaphthalene,
fluorene. The chemical composition of the hydrogenation product
obtained after the hydrogenation processing of PCT with PHF
K - NiSO4 • 6H2O in an amount of 3% on the original weight of the
tar is represented by the following compounds: naphthalene, 1methylnaphthalene,
biphenyl,
2-ethylnaphthalene,
2,6dimethylnaphthalene, acenaphthene, dibenzofuran, fluorene.
The calculated values of thermodynamic functions of organic
mass of the original PCT are given in Table 3, and the calculated
values of hydrogenates of PCT with PHFC are given in Table 4.

Table 3. Thermodynamic functions of organic mass of the original PCT
Т, К
Ср, J/mole∙К
ΔН, kJ/mole
S, J/mole∙К

ΔG, kJ/mole

F**(Т), kJ/mole∙К

298

1148,4

116,1

2659,9

2097,2

2659,9

300

1155,5

112,4

2667,6

2109,9

2659,9

400

1488,4

-71,6

3046,6

2782,6

2709,5

500

1782,5

-260,1

3411,0

3519,2

2813,6

600

2037,7

-451,9

3759,1

4305,7

2942,4

700

2254,0

-645,8

4090,0

5128,3

3082,9

800

2431,4

-840,5

4403,0

5973,3

3228,6

900

2569,8

-1034,9

4697,7

6826,9

3375,6

1000

2669,4

-1227,7

4974,0

7675,5

3521,8

In a temperature range from 298 to 1000 К∆Ср, ∆S, ∆G, ∆F** increase in absolute value and ∆Н in the chosen temperature range
decreases.
Table 4
Thermodynamic functions of hydrogenates of PCT with PHC
Т, К
Ср, J/mole∙К
ΔН, kJ/mole
S, J/mole∙К

ΔG, kJ/mole

F**(Т), kJ/mole∙К

the hydrogenate obtained at hydrogenation processing of PCT with FeSO4 • 7H2O
298

963,0

-103,0

2248,2

1563,1

2248,2

300

968,8

-105,9

2254,7

1573,7

2248,2

400

1243,7

-253,5

2571,8

2137,8

2289,7

500

1487,0

-402,9

2876,0

2753,9

2376,8

600

1698,7

-553,3

3166,4

3410,3

2484,4

700

1878,7

-703,9

3442,1

4095,2

2601,7
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800

2027,2

-854,0

3703,0

4797,0

2723,2

900

2144,0

-1002,9

3948,9

5503,9

2845,9

1000

2229,1

-1149,8

4179,4

6204,4

2967,8

the hydrogenate obtained at hydrogenation processing of PCT with FeSO4 • 7H2O
298

777,3

326,6

1901,3

1511,7

1901,3

300

782,2

324,2

1906,5

1519,3

1901,3

400

1011,9

199,1

2163,7

1924,4

1934,9

500

1214,2

68,1

2411,7

2371,7

2005,7

600

1389,2

-67,7

2649,0

2852,6

2093,3

700

1536,8

-206,9

2874,5

3358,6

2188,9

800

1657,0

-348,4

3087,9

3881,5

2288,1

900

1750,0

-490,9

3288,7

4413,1

2388,2

1000

1815,5

-633,3

3476,7

4945,0

2487,8

Entropy increment allows to make the conclusion about the
positive impact of PHC at hydrogenation processing towards the
increasing yield of the light and medium fractions.

The equations of temperature dependence of the heat
capacities of the original OMC, OMC fragment after the
hydrogenation processing, the original PCT and hydrogenates
obtained after PCT hydrogenation with PHC are given in Table 5.

Table 5
The equations of temperature dependence of the heat capacities of original raw materials and products of a hydrogenation
Compounds
Coefficients of equations
ΔТ, К
Ср = a + вТ + сТ2 J/(mole·К)
А

в·10-2

с·10-5

OMC

-232,9

858,7

-406,9

298-1000

OMC fragment after the hydrogenation
processing

-20,2

64,7

-27,4

298-1000

The original PCT

-76,8

469,1

-194,5

298-1000

Hydrogenate obtained with the adding
FeSO4·7H2O

-45,7

385,6

-158,1

298-1000

Hydrogenate obtained with the adding
NiSO4·6H2O

-70,8

325,4

-136,7

298-1000

Thus, using an additive method in the range of temperatures
298 – 1000 K the values of a heat capacity, an enthalpy, entropy,
Gibbs free energy and the specified thermodynamic potential of the
original OMC, OMC fragment after the hydrogenation processing,
the original PCT and hydrogenates obtained in the process of PCT
hydrogenation with PHFC were calculated. And also the equations
of temperature dependence of heat capacities are calculated.
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Appendix 1
A fragment of organic mass of coal after hydrogenation processing
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Abstract: Experimental investigation of the modification of starch by grafting acrylamide using electron beam irradiation in order to
synthesize water-soluble copolymers having flocculation abilities is performed. The influence of the variation of the parameters
acrylamide/starch (AMD/St) weight ratio, electron beam irradiation dose and dose rate, as well as the presence or absence of metallic silver
nanoparticles is investigated. The characterization of graft copolymers was carried out by monomer conversion coefficient, residual
monomer concentration, intrinsic viscosity and Huggins’ constant. Models, describing the dependencies of the quality characteristics (their
means and variances) from the process parameters, are estimated by implementation of the robust engineering approach in the case of
qualitative and quantitative factors. Multi-criteria optimization involving requirements for economic efficiency, assurance of low toxicity,
high copolymer efficiency in flocculation process and good solubility in water is also presented.

Keywords: GRAFT COPOLYMERIZATION, ELECTRON BEAM IRRADIATION, WATER-SOLUBLE
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ACRYLAMIDE,
FLOCCULATION
PROPERTIES,
RESPONSE
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METHODOLOGY, DUMMY VARIABLES
In this paper multi-criteria optimization involving requirements
for economic efficiency, assurance of low toxicity, high copolymer
efficiency in flocculation process and good solubility in water is
presented. Models, describing the dependencies of the means and
the variances of the quality characteristics: y1 - monomer
conversion coefficient (%), y2 - residual monomer concentration
(%), y3 - intrinsic viscosity (dL/g) and y4 - Huggins’ constant on the
variation of the process parameters: EB irradiation dose, dose rate,
acrylamide/starch (AMD/St) weight ratio and one qualitative factor
– the presence or absence of metallic silver nanoparticles (nAg), are
estimated.

1. Introduction
The current environmental considerations impose rigorous
protection rules and sustainable progress that minimize the impact
of wastes on the environment. Accordingly, there is a strong
demand to develop economically viable and eco-friendly
replacements of conventional synthetic flocculants, based upon the
renewable organic materials that are low cost and degrade naturally
when are released in the environment [1]. Grafting is the most
effective way of regulating the properties of natural
polysaccharides, which can be ‘tailor-made’ according to the needs
and produce high efficient graft copolymers [2], having application
as flocculating agents for treatment of different wastewaters.

2. Experimental conditions
Experimental investigation of the modification of starch by
grafting acrylamide using electron beam irradiation in order to
synthesize water-soluble copolymers having flocculation abilities is
performed. Acrylamide monomer gives a polar graft side chain
resulting in hydrophilic copolymer. The prepared homogenous
aqueous solutions containing starch and acrylamide were exposed to
electron beam irradiation. The irradiations were carried out at
ambient temperature and pressure by using linear electron
accelerator of mean energy of 5.5 MeV.

Fig. 1 Electron beam induced grafting process

The synthesized graft copolymers were characterized by the
following performance quality parameters: y1 [%] - residual
monomer concentration, y2 [%] - monomer conversion coefficient,
y3 [dL/g] - intrinsic viscosity and y4 - Huggins’ constant. The
variation regions [zmin-zmax] of the process parameters were: for EB
irradiation dose (z1) – [0.67-1.37 kGy]; the dose rate (z2) – [0.550.81 kGy/min] and the (AMD/St) weight ratio (z3) – [4.98-9.97 %].
The influence of one qualitative factor is also investigated: (v) –
presence of nAg – experiments were held both with certain addition
and no addition of nAg to the aqueous solutions before irradiations.
The concentration of St for these experiments was constant and is
3.33% and the concentration of AMD varies from 16.6% to 33.2%.

Electron beam (EB) irradiation grafting (modification of polymer
substrates using electron beam induced graft copolymerization – see
Fig. 1) is used to develop a wide variety of ion exchangers,
polymer-ligand exchangers, chelating copolymers, hydrogels,
affinity graft copolymers and polymer electrolytes, having various
applications in water treatment, chemical industry, biotechnology,
biomedicine, etc. [3, 4].
Robust (not sensitive to noises and errors) engineering approach
can be implemented when analyzing experiments during which the
variance is non-homogeneous over the factor (process parameters’)
space and when the noise factors cannot be identified nor an
experiment to study them can be conducted. The observations in
this case are called heteroscedastic (variance varies with the factor
levels). On the other hand, many performance characteristics
depend on both quantitative and qualitative factors. In this case
models for the mean and the variance of the quality characteristics
of the product, based on repeated observations and taking into
account the influence of the qualitative factors can be estimated.
Parameter optimization in terms of obtaining repeatability of the
product parameters and quality improvement by minimization of
variations in the quality characteristics can be performed.

The conducted experimental design with 13 experimental
process parameter sets for coded values in the region [-1÷1] is
presented in Table 1. The coding of the process parameter values is
done, using the following equation:
(1)

xi = (2 z i − z i ,max − z i ,min ) /( z i ,max − z i ,min )

where xi and zi are the coded and the natural values of the process
parameter, correspondingly, zi,min and zi,max are the minimal and the
maximal values of the parameter experimental variation region.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Table 1: Experimental design with one dummy variable
x1
x2
x3
w
-0.315
-1
-1
1
-0.257
-1
-0.999
0
-0.915
-0.769
-0.999
1
-0.857
-0.769
-1
0
-0.000
0.539
-0.999
0
0.914
1
-0.999
1
1
1
-0.999
0
-0.257
-0.846
1
1
-0.171
-0.846
0.997
0
0.400
0.154
0.997
1
0.457
0.154
0.997
0
-1
1
0.997
1
-0.943
1
0.997
0

parameters. All models have enough high and significant values of
their multiple correlation coefficients and consequently the models
are good for prediction and optimization of the considered quality
characteristics.
Table 2: Models for the means of the product quality characteristics
Models for the means of the product quality
characteristics
~ 
y1 ( x )
1.9448-1.2606x1+0.7151x2-0.3670x22+0.1647x2x3
~ 
y2 ( x )
90.7891+5.3299x1+2.8949x3-4.4823x12+5.0562x22
~ 
y3 ( x )
4.1080638+2.6314569x3+2.7220436x22+1.9317618x1x3
-0.03086538+1.2538333x2-0.85624927x3

~
ln (y4 ( x , w) )
+0.86750972x1x3-0.91415941x2x3-0.92492186x2w

For each set of the process parameters (Table 1) three replicated
measurements are used for estimation of the means y ui and the
variances s ui2 of the quality characteristics of the graft copolymers:
yu =

1 n
∑ yui
n i =1

su2 =

1 n
2
∑ ( yui − yu )
n − 1 i =1

0.9879
0.9656
0.9838
0.8894

Table 3: Models for the variance of the product quality characteristics
Models for the variance of the product quality
R
characteristics

-4.5364234+0.12292116x3+0.79212581x1w
0.7397
ln (~
s12 (x , w))
+0.43349994x2x3-0.47428125x2w

-1.5511989-0.34467508x3+0.63124098x1w
0.9390
ln (~s22 (x , w))
+0.43211686x2x3-0.59623974x3w-0.52122579x2w
-3.4516581+1.0785755x1+1.0385076x2
0.9818

ln (~
s 32 ( x , w)) +1.2911789x3+1.78367x1w+1.4572152x2x30.68503696x3w-2.2585183x2w+1.3509026x1x2

The qualitative factor (nAg) has two levels being presented by a
dummy variable (w) in the experimental design. The dummy
variable has value 1, if the nAg is used and value 0 when nAg is not
used.

(2)

R

u = 1, 2, ..., N ,

The models are estimated for coded in the region [-1÷1] values of
the process parameters (see eq. (1)). The AMD/St weight ratio and
the concentration of AMD, when coded, have equal levels, since St
concentration was constant during the experiment. Their influence
on the variation of the quality characteristics cannot be
distinguished in this case.

where n is the number of replications (n=3), N is the number of
experimental sets (N=13).
The observed variations are due to unmeasured and
uncontrolled factors and internal and external noises, as well as
errors in the controlled process parameters, and depend on the
values of the process parameters.

One can see that the qualitative factor w (the presence of nAg)
has an effect only on the model of the mean of the Huggins’
constant y4, while it takes place in all models of variances in Table
2.

3. Models of the mean and variance of the quality
characteristics

In Fig. 2 contour plots of the mean values of the Huggins’
constant ~y 4 ( x) , depending on the variation of EB irradiation dose
rates (z2) and the AMD/St ratios (z3) for constant EB irradiation
doses z1= 1.02 kGy and in absence or presence of metallic silver
nanoparticles nAg are presented.

The estimated values of the means yu and the variances su2 can
be considered as two responses at the design points and ordinary
least squares method can be used to fit regression models for the
mean value and for the variance for each quality characteristic [5]:
k

(3)

y

~ 
y ( x , w) = ∑θˆyi f yi ( x , w)

i =1

(4)

(

)

kσ


s 2 (x , w) = ∑ θˆσi f σi (x , w) ,
ln ~
i =1

where θˆyi and θˆσi are estimates of the regression coefficients, and
f yi and f σi are known functions of the process parameters xi and
a) without nAg

the qualitative factor w. The variance of normally distributed
observations has a χ 2 - distribution. The use of the logarithm
transformation of the variance function makes it approximately
normally distributed, which improves the efficiency of the estimates
of the regression coefficients.

b) with nAg

Fig. 2 Contour plots of the mean values of the Huggins’ constant ~
y 4 ( x) ,
depending on the variation of EB irradiation dose rates (z2) and the AMD/St
ratios (z3) for constant EB irradiation doses z1= 1.02 kGy and a) in absence
or b) presence of metallic silver nanoparticles nAg

The dependencies of the means and the variances of the product
quality characteristics: y1 – residual monomer concentration (%), y2
– monomer conversion coefficient (%), y3 – intrinsic viscosity
(dL/g) and y4 – Huggins’ constant on the variation of the process
parameters: x1 – electron beam irradiation dose, x2 – electron beam
irradiation dose rate, x3 – AMD/St weight ratio and w – dummy
variable for the metallic silver nanoparticles (nAg) are estimated.
The obtained regression models are presented in Table 2 and Table
3, together with the values of the corresponding multiple correlation
coefficients R. These coefficients are tested for significance and
their values are measures of the accuracy of the estimated models.
The closer to 1 the value of R is, the better the model describes the
variations of the quality characteristics as a function of the process

It can be seen that at the chosen EB irradiation dose (z1= 1.02
kGy), the presence of nAg leads to a decrease of the values of the
Huggins’ constant in the region of higher irradiation dose rates (z2 >
0.7 kGy/min), while at smaller irradiation dose rates (z2 < 0.5
kGy/min) the absence of nAg leads to the same effect.
The standard deviations of the product characteristics are
calculated by the equation:
(5)

~2
~
si ( x ) = e ln( si ) .

Contour plots of the standard deviations ~
si ( x ) of the product
characteristics, depending on the EB irradiation dose rate (z2) and
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the AMD/St ratios (z3) for constant EB irradiation dose z1= 1.02
kGy and in absence or presence of metallic silver nanoparticles nAg
are presented in Figs. 3-5.

a) without nAg

b) with nAg
a)

Fig. 3 Contour plots of the standard deviation ~
s1 ( x ) of the residual
monomer concentration (y1, %), depending on EB irradiation dose rate (z2)
and the AMD/St ratio (z3) for EB irradiation dose z1= 1.02 kGy and a) in
absence or b) in presence of metallic silver nanoparticles nAg

a) without nAg

b) with nAg
b)

Fig. 4 Contour plots of the standard deviation ~
s2 ( x ) of the monomer
conversion coefficient (y2, %), depending on EB irradiation dose rate (z2)
and the AMD/St ratio (z3) for EB irradiation dose z1= 1.02 kGy and a) in
absence or b) in presence of metallic silver nanoparticles nAg

a) without nAg

Fig. 6 Graphical optimization – optimal regions of EB irradiation dose
rates (z2) and the AMD/St ratios (z3) for EB irradiation dose z1= 1.02 kGy
and a) in absence or b) in presence of metallic silver nanoparticles nAg

Graphical optimization is conducted in order to find the regions
of the process parameters where the requirements for the quality
characteristics are fulfilled simultaneously. The optimal regions are
obtained by superimposing the contour plots of the calculated limit
values of the characteristics, thus finding the section of all the
admissible values of the process parameters. The optimal regions of
the process parameters values EB irradiation dose rate (z2) and
concentration of AMD (z3) for constant EB irradiation dose z1=
1.02 kGy and in absence or presence of metallic silver nanoparticles
nAg are presented shaded in Fig. 6. The contour lines represent the
formulated constraints for the means of y2 – monomer conversion
coefficient (%), y3 – intrinsic viscosity (dL/g) and y4 – Huggins’
constant. All the values of the mean of the residual monomer
concentration y1 under these conditions are in the required region.

b) with nAg

Fig. 5 Contour plots of the standard deviation ~s (x ) of the intrinsic viscosity
3

(y3, dL/g), depending on EB irradiation dose rate (z2) and the AMD/St ratio
(z3) for EB irradiation dose z1= 1.02 kGy and a) in absence or b) in presence
of metallic silver nanoparticles nAg

Although the obtained optimal regions for the process
parameters differ due to the dependence of the mean of the
Huggins’ constant y4 on the qualitative factor w - the presence of
nAg, there are many possible process parameter sets, fulfilling the
defined requirements. The choice between them can be done by
adding supplementary requirements or criteria. Such criteria can be,
for example, the minimization of the standard deviations of the
product characteristics.

4. Optimization
Multi-criteria graphical optimization unifying requirements for
economic efficiency, assurance of low toxicity, high copolymer
efficiency in flocculation process, good solubility in water is
performed. The set of performance characteristics’ requirements is
the following:
~ 
•
y1 ( x ) < 5% - residual monomer concentration in this
region ensures low toxicity;
~ 
•
y 2 ( x ) > 90% - monomer conversion coefficient values are
related to the economic efficiency;
~
•
y3 ( x) > 6 dL/g - intrinsic viscosity copolymer values are
related to the efficiency in the flocculation process
•
0.3 ≤ ~y 4 ( x) ≤ 1 (or -1.20397 ≤ ln ~y 4 ( x) ≤ 0) => good
solubility in water is achieved with Huggins’ constant in this region.

(

Simultaneous optimization of the standard deviations of the
product characteristics is performed for the cases presented in Fig.
6, for EB irradiation dose z1=1.02 kGy, when the defined
requirements of the performance characteristics are fulfilled. The
obtained regime conditions with minimal standard deviations are
presented in Table 4, in case of absence and presence of metallic
silver nanoparticles nAg.

)

For improving the reproducibility of the obtained results the
variations of the product quality characteristics should be
minimized.
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Table 4: Optimization of the standard deviations of the product characteristics for EB irradiation dose z1= 1.02 kGy
~
~
~
~
~
~
s1
y
y
s
y
z
z
y
2

3

2

1

4

3

2

~
s3

With nAg

0.81

9.35

2.42

98.02

8.80

0.36

0.10

0.29

0.21

Without nAg

0.56

9.97

0.81

98.06

9.10

0.30

0.09

0.32

0.11

Table 5: Pareto-optimization – optimal process parameters, values of the means ~y ( x) and the standard deviation ~
si ( x ) of the product
i
characteristics
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
s1
y2
y1
s3
s2
y4
№
z1
z2
z3
y3
Without nAg

1

1.14

0.55

9.97

0.29

100

10.09

0.39

0.0886

0.3122

0.0933

With nAg

2

0.75

0.81

8.44

3.35

90.01

7.26

0.52

0.0666

0.2512

0.0276

With nAg

3

0.74

0.81

8.75

3.40

90.03

7.37

0.38

0.0683

0.2411

0.0297

With nAg

4

0.76

0.81

8.17

3.28

90.13

7.15

0.69

0.0656

0.2612

0.0266

With nAg

5

0.74

0.81

8.82

3.40

90.13

7.40

0.36

0.0688

0.2395

0.0306

With nAg

6

0.77

0.81

7.96

3.23

90.20

7.07

0.85

0.0647

0.2689

0.0257

This puts additional requirements for the solutions that are obtained
through graphical optimization. In order to minimize the variances
of the product parameters, multi-criterion optimization is performed
and compromise Pareto-optimal solutions are obtained. Some of the
estimated results are presented in Table 5. If these compromise
solutions are compared two by two, one can note the property of
these solutions – some of the obtained optimal values are better but
at least one value is worse than that in another compromise solution.
In the case of absence of metallic silver nanoparticles nAg only one
solution is obtained, while when nAg is present, the choice is
between several possible solutions. This compromise choice should
be made according additional criteria or requirements or estimated
weight coefficients, giving the relative importance of the optimized
performance characteristics.
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characteristics - the mean of the Huggins’ constant y4, as well as on
the variances of the residual monomer concentration (y1, %), of the
monomer conversion coefficient (y2, %) and of the intrinsic
viscosity (y3, dL/g). Only the interactions between the qualitative
and the quantitative factors are significant.
In order to meet simultaneously the requirements for economic
efficiency, assurance of low toxicity, high copolymer efficiency in
flocculation process, good solubility in water, the EB irradiation
doses (z1) should be higher than 0.8 kGy.
Parameter optimization in terms of obtaining repeatability of the
product parameters and quality improvement by minimization of
variations in the quality characteristics is performed. Compromise
Pareto-optimal solutions within the investigated experimental
region of the process parameters in case of absence and presence of
metallic silver nanoparticles nAg are obtained.
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FEATURES FORMATION OF THE BORIDES TRANSITION METALS LAYERS BY
AN ELECTRON-BEAM SURFACING OF SHS PRODUCTS IN VACUUM
ОСОБЕННОСТИ ФОРМИРОВАНИЯ СЛОЕВ БОРИДОВ ПЕРЕХОДНЫХ МЕТАЛЛОВ ПРИ
ЭЛЕКТРОННО-ЛУЧЕВОЙ НАПЛАВКЕ ПРОДУКТОВ СВС В ВАКУУМЕ
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Absract: The formation features of transition metals borides at high temperatures and low pressures were investigated and discussed the
conditions of formation, structure and wear properties of boride layers on the surface, formed in electron beam processing in a vacuum.
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1.

Introduction.

Electron beam

Today in the conditions of ever-evolving technology the
requirements to the strength of machine, tool and instrument
materials, and especially to their high-temperature strength and
heat-resistant, are increasing. Borides of transitive metals have high
melting temperature (over 2000oC) and the values of hardness, quite
resistant to oxidation, are therefore of particular interest to form a
coating on them. Boride layers have high physical and mechanical
properties. Microhardness of the layers up to 2000 MPa, and these
values can be stored up to ~600÷700oC, that allows to use borating
to increase wear resistance of produce operating at high
temperatures [1-3].
In the paper, layers were obtained by electron beam borating (EBB)
[4]. On pre-prepared samples surface daub thickness of 0,5÷1 mm
were applied. The saturating daub consists of boron carbide B4C
and an organic binder. Electronic heating was carried out during 2-5
minutes at a power density of 2÷2,5 W/cm2. The residual pressure
in the vacuum chamber was less than 2×10-3 Pa.

2.

2

Chamber wall
b) continuous action
Figure 1. Scheme of electron beam processing: 1- metal sample; 2daub
Heating of samples carried out an electron beam in three pulse
modes with parameters: an accelerating pressure {voltage} - U=1245 кВ; a beam current - Ir=30-145 A; duration of one impulse t=50-75 µc; quantity of impulses - N=от 3 up to 2600; frequency of
impulses following of a beam current - f=0.3 Hz; and energy
density up to W=1-18 J/cm2 (Table 1).
Electron heating in a stationary mode was performed using a
specially designed electric-power plants, containing a powerful
electron gun melting EPA-60-04.2 with a control unit and a highvoltage rectifier Buell V-TPE-2-30k-2U HL4. Vacuum unit is
extremely compact in design. The pressure in chamber did not
exceed 2 ×10-3 Pa.

The experimental part.

On figure 1 schemes of pulse and continuous electron beam
processing are presented. Feature of installation with a pulse
electron beam of microsecond duration is vertical accommodation
of process able samples at horizontal input of an electron beam and
heat removal (Figure1.а). In experimental installation of continuous
action samples are placed horizontally (Figure 1.b), and the electron
beam is entered and warmly removed vertically.
Various accommodations of samples in relation to input character
of an electron beam, in our opinion, should lead to different
conditions of formation boride coatings. Vertical accommodation of
samples not should to lead to precise boundary of a layer-metal. At
continuous heat removal the alloy should "flow down" on a surface
of the process able metal sample. As a result of pulse electron beam
processing it should be formed the indistinct (not sharp) boundary
of a layer-metal. Horizontal accommodation of the sample does not
influence on formation coating process and boundary character of a
layer-metal.

Table 1
Parameters of pulse electron beam processing at TiB2 layers
formation
N, pulse
Type Ir, А
U, V f, Hz t, µs
W, J/сm2
numbers
1
30
12
0,3
75
1600
1-2
2
3

Chamber wall

40

15

0,3

75

2600

2-3

40

15

0,3

75

2600

2-3

145
25
0,3
50
3
18
Studies carried out on samples of 15 mm diameter and a height of 7
mm, made of carbon steel and St20 U8A. Used saturating or
reaction daub. Saturating daub contained boron component
(amorphous boron or boron carbide), and an organic binder. The
composition of the reaction mixture plasters were stoichiometric
oxide TiO2/ZrO2, the boron / boron carbide and carbon, and an
organic binder. Moreover, use of protective coating on the basis of
boron oxide B2O3. The starting materials used titanium oxide
synthesized with the structure of anatase, oxide ZrO2 synthesized
from zirconil nitrate, amorphous boron "technical" and boron
carbide, "h", birch charcoal. The compositions of daubs were boron
ingredients and organic binders in the ratio of 1:1 by volume. As the
organic binder solution is applied 1:10 glue BPH-6 in acetone.

2
1

1

Electron beam

а) pulse
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X-ray diffraction (XRD) was carried out on a diffractometer D-8
Advance company Bruker for Cu Kλ - radiation that comes with the
Bank of International Center of powder diffraction patterns ICDD
PDF-2 Data Base Card for identification of different phases.
The microhardness was measured on PMT-3 microhardness. The
load on the diamond pyramid was 5 and 10 g.
The microstructure of the cross-sections of samples was
investigated by microscope METAM PB-21 equipped and software
system ImageExpert Pro 3.3 for quantitative metallographic
analysis.

3.

On x-ray pattern of all samples there were reflexes of reflections
(200) and (002), having intensity from 5 up to 10 %. Parameters of
a tetragonal cell depend on a type of electron heating, in particular,
from processing duration. Observed change of cell parameters from
а=0.2867 nanometer and с=0,2924 nm (a degree of tetragonal
distortion from c/a=1,02) to a=2,868 nanometer and c=2,981 nm
(c/a=1,04) at increase of electron beam processing duration from 90
up to 180 c, for example, at continuous electron beam processing.
On figure 2 microstructures of samples of steel 20 processed by an
electron beam with surface alloying are presented. Under the thin
melted off layer (5-70 μm) observed poorly etching (in 4 %-th
solution HNO3 in ethyl spirit) a transitive layer (Figure 2.a), which
microhardness a little above microhardness of the basic metal:
175±5 and 160±5 HV, accordingly.
The temperature of heating samples was not below 1100-1200 оС,
which was reflected in processes of a microstructure formation. On
figure 2.b and 2.c it is possible to observe perlite and ferrite
components, and ferrite has the form of focused Vidmashtett plates
originating from compact ferrite allocation. The increase in electron
beam processing duration led to increase in the sizes of grains and
lengths ferrite plates. Vidmashtett structure is characterized by
presence lamellar extra ferrite allocations.
Samples of steel 20 after electron beam processing in vacuum are
no equilibrium, in them phase transformations are not finished. It is
necessary to notice, that martensite plates could be observed in a
cross-section cut of the samples processed by pulse electron beam.
Especially it was characteristic for the samples processed in the
conditions of third type (Table 1).

Results and discussion

3.1. Initial metal samples.
The x-ray analysis of samples has shown that in them independently
of a mode of electron beam processing there is a surface
strengthening which leads to partial formation martensite on a
surface, depth up to 50-100 µm.
a

3.2 Electron beam alloying products of self-extending hightemperature synthesis.
As a pulse electron beam processing in proceeds at pressure 10-310-3 Pa the interaction reaction oxide TiO2/ZrO2 with boron
compound (В4С/В) and carbon should proceed at lower
temperatures, than at pressure Р=10-2-10-3 Pa, i.e. in the conditions
of continuous electron beam processing [5]. In a range of pressure
from 10-4 to 10-5 Pa the temperature of thermal decomposition and
dissociation of intermediate boron oxide В2О3 which plays an
essential role in the chemical transformations proceeding at
synthesis MeB2 boride decreases. Moreover, in the presence of a
protective layer В2О3 which is specially entered at synthesis and
layer MeB2 formation, thermodynamically formation of boron is
possible. The boron as the uncontrollable impurity can participate in
formation of boride coating and is present at boride iron Fe2B or
FeB.
Figure 3 shows plots of weight change layer based on ZrB2, TiB2
and carbon steels 20 and 45 of the reaction plasters containing
oxides of transition metals, boron and amorphous carbon.

b
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Figure 3. The influence of the mass of coating on the formation of
layers of borides of titanium and zirconium
We have assumed the electron-beam surfacing nature of the
coatings formation of TiB2 and ZrB2 borides.
Layers repeat relief’s of an initial metal, but by detailed
considerations have a complex structure, eutectic type, with

Figure 2. Microstructure of samples from steel 20 (W=480, ×350):
(а) τ=180 с; (b) τ= 90 с; (c) τ=150 с
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dendrite inclusion and separate parts in the size to 10 μm. Dendrites
are most strictly organized near to a surface.
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Table 2
Physico-chemical parameters of the electron beam surface in the
formation of l transition metals borides layers at U = 20 keV
Parametr
TiO2
ZrB2
The thickness of the reaction
235
daub, μm

67

The penetration depth of e-beam,
3,3
ho μm

2,83

The layer thickness, μm

300

120

The thickness of boride, hb, μm

121,4

33,0

Time of SHS process, s

117,5

33,5

In coating formation and its crystallization the big role is played by
heat removal. Electron beam processing is characterized by high
speeds of a heat-conducting path in the basic volume of a material
≈104-109 К/s.
Microhardness measurements have shown its non-uniform
distribution on a layer thickness. The values of separate structural
components in a layer are from 10 to 30 μm. Microhardness has the
maximum values near to a surface 2000 -2300 HV and a metal basis
100-150 HV.
Thus, the presented data testify to a main role of a relative
positioning of an electron beam concerning a surface of the
processed sample at formation of boride TiB2 coating. The electron
beam, irrespective of a way of its formation (a pulse or continuous
mode) is used as a source of heating and initiator of self-extending
high-temperature synthesis of TiB2. The TiB2 layers have a complex
structure of eutectic type with dendrite inclusions which in the
conditions of the directed crystallization is focused from the main
axis of linear dendrites in a heat removal direction.

4. Conclusions
As a result of penetration of the electron beam with energy of 20
KeV to a depth of 2.8-3.5 μm in reaction mixtures containing
MeO2, B, C, begins the process of self-propagating hightemperature synthesis of refractory boride. SHS process takes place
at high speeds (microns/c), accompanied by a luminous efficacy of
the reaction front, in which the reaction products formed. Since the
heat of formation reaction boride enough to reflow SHS products,
the powder mixture is obtained, which can either be used directly,
or in the future it is heated to obtain coating. During deposition SHS
products observed partial melting surface within a narrow zone (5-7
μm) with a small amount of melt (5-10 mm3) at which
crystallization occurs forming boride layers. Crystallization melted
zone begins immediately after the termination of an electron beam
exposure takes place in a small volume of the melt and leads to the
formation dendrite-like structure.
Dendrites of boride layers are the initial inclusion ferrite metal
matrix.
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